THE NEW EARTH MANIFESTO
version June 22, 2022
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality.
To change something, build a new model
that makes the existing model obsolete.
Buckminster Fuller
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WE, sovereign living beings, pure consciousness, pure love,
recognize that human beings are part of the Earth ecosystem.
We have recognized that our health is inseparable from the health of the plants,
animals, water, soil, air and cosmic cycles.
We remember our inherent creative power and our infinite potential for evolution.
Together we manifest a New Earth, where all life is valued.

This manifesto is not a final version,
but a vision, created by dozens of people, of a near future
with huge growth potential,
which may further unfold through the joint action of all of us.
It is, so to speak, a first foundation to dream and create
our world of tomorrow together, already today.

We manifest:
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1. HEALTH OF ALL LIFE

1a.) The foundation of life on Earth is fertile soil - "humus".
Why we need change:
In the last 70 years, 50% of the humus - the fertile layer of our earth - has been destroyed.
The fields, poisoned with pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and chemical fertilizers, will,
according to scientists’ warnings, no longer be able to produce harvests in 60 years’ time.
Our fields and soils have been polluted for centuries by aluminum, heavy metals (i.e., due to
geoengineering), microplastics as well as pharmaceutical, private and industrial waste. These
toxins also destroy the microorganisms in the soil, meaning that the plants hardly absorb
nutrients anymore, which in turn means that even we humans - compared to 50 years ago
- only consume a small fraction of these vital nutrients with our plant food.
Increased CO2 levels in the atmosphere are often considered a trigger, but really are only a
symptom of climate change.
The causes lie in the destruction of our living environment, most especially in the destruction
of forests and our humus.
Humus consists of plant residue, fungi, microorganisms and many small organisms such as
worms and spiders, most of which consist of carbon.
When this ecosystem is destroyed (50% already is), its carbon goes into the atmosphere as
CO2, which is largely responsible for the increase in CO2 there.
The destruction of the soil (soil degradation) has the following causes:
* Intensive use of inorganic fertilizers, pollution with industrial and urban waste (see above),
air pollution, contaminated sites.
* Destruction of vegetation cover through deforestation, slash-and-burn or overgrazing.
* Mismanagement: cultivation of monocultures, insufficient supply of
organic fertilizers, excessive agriculture on slopes, intensive irrigation with poor quality
water. Insufficient drainage of arable land leads to soil salinization.
* Destruction of soil structure: soil compaction by machines (even a
single trip of a harvester destroys the forest floor massively and for many decades), large
populations of livestock or people (trails), removal of soil.
“Soil degradation is a global problem.
As early as 1997, 15% of the ice-free land surface showed anthropogenic degradation
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phenomena (an area larger than the USA and Mexico combined), one percent of which had
already been destroyed to such an extent that
the soil could no longer be reclaimed. Today we lose around 24 billion metric tons of surface
soil every year." Source: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodendegradation
"Due to environmental damage in the atmosphere, air, water and earth,
natural cycles are so affected that they would only degrade more without human
help. Through intensive
composting techniques, for example, we are not only able to stop this downward spiral, but
even turn it into an upward spiral. A positive
future development is only possible if the Earth now
receives our intensive care and support."
(Uwe Burka)
While the Earth itself would take several thousand years to rebuild the humus,
humans can do this with special soil management and composting in only 10-20 years!
The priority is therefore to detoxify our soils, build up humus and improve the soil health on
a private, agricultural and forestry level. For this purpose, composting, farm manure
processing and humus building seminars are offered.
In our fields, meadows and beds, toxic sprays and fertilizers are replaced by high-quality
composts, life-promoting microorganisms, fermented vegetable-carbon-substrate in the style
of Terra Preta and other biological-organic fertilizers, which, together with species-rich plant
communities and special crop rotations, promote numerous symbioses in the soil and thus the
natural formation of humus.
“Sealed” land areas that are no longer required, such as industrial sites or large parking lots,
are being reclaimed and made available to the community in order to create community
gardens or healing forests with edible fruits.
On large agricultural areas, hedges are planted with flowers, fruit and nut trees, sweet
chestnuts etc. are planted to feed insects – especially bees – but also people, to direct the
winds and to provide living niches for birds and other animals.
A variety of plants grow in the fields and gardens, supporting each other’s growth and
vitality. The chirping of birds, the buzzing of insects and the songs of people encourage and
accompany the harmonious growth of plants.
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1b.) Only organic farms are promoted, that sustainably improve the health of soil,
plants, animals and people, as well as biodiversity
Why we need change:
Small and medium-sized farms are struggling to survive,
as sales prices of their products are dictated by large corporations and the subsidy policies of
the EU and most other countries favor large companies and corporations. Today, hardly any
farmers in Central Europe can live from their farm work without a sideline.
Large industrial companies, on the other hand, are mostly geared toward return and profit
instead of the well-being of all life.
Their huge machines compress the soil in a dramatic way. The use of GMOs – genetically
modified organisms – and toxic
sprays and fertilizers destroys fertile humus and contributes massively to the suffering of
animals in factory farming. “Absurd” legislation often contributes to the fact that animals
are exposed to painful and long transport routes until they are slaughtered. The meat of these
animals is then in turn transported – in an environmentally harmful way – to third countries
in order to be packaged. Rainforest is cut down on a massive scale in order to feed European
animals in factory farming.
People who have never set foot on farmland, never seen a bird circling above a field, never
seen an earthworm crawl through humus, have the power to determine which poisons are
applied to these fields and what should be grown there, etc.
Biodynamic, organic and permaculture farmers of small and medium-sized farms determine
agricultural policy.
All other farms receive free retraining in sustainable and organic agriculture and regional
distribution.
New forms of highly efficient vegetable, berry and fruit cultivation, such as aquaponics or
“vertical gardening”, are also taught.
Organic farms from medium-sized and small farms determine agricultural policy.
All other farmers receive free retraining in sustainable and organic land management
systems that improve soil health as the basis for the health of all life.
Farmers are supported to market their products regionally.
The courses also teach new forms of highly efficient vegetable, berry and fruit cultivation,
such as “permaculture”, “agroforestry”, “syntropic agriculture” or “vertical gardening”.
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Products still produced conventionally as well as their toxic ingredients must be labeled
The community supports independent and non-profit seed initiatives and seed swap circles to
preserve and expand the diversity of our food and medicinal plants.
There are no patents on seeds and other living beings!

1c.) Purification and revitalization of all waters
Why we need change
The waters in many parts of the world are heavily polluted. In 2007, 247 external pollutants
and endocrine disruptors were found in a person’s urine in Brazil, including a hormone from
a birth control pill that hadn’t been around for ten years. Our waters are fluorinated,
contain environmental toxins and other serious pollutants that are harmful to
our health and ecosystems.
“A current estimate of the global input of plastic waste into the ocean is 4.8 to 12.7 million
metric tons per year. That is the equivalent to a truck load per minute. Only a small part of
plastic waste floats on the surface, the rest is carried along into deeper waters or sinks down
to the seabed and can hardly be retrieved. It is currently estimated that around 80 million
metric tons have accumulated there.
Approximately 800 animal species that live in the sea or in coastal areas are affected by
plastic waste. Almost half of the marine mammal and seabird species are affected. Sea
turtles, for example, easily mistake plastic bags for jellyfish which they normally feed on, and
perish as a result.
By 2050, plastic parts will likely be found in the stomach of almost all seabirds if garbage
continues to be washed into the sea in many places. Birds with plastic in their stomach can
starve to death because it makes them feel satiated.
Equally, habitats, such as coral reefs, are affected by deposits of plastic waste. Coral reefs
are damaged by floating plastic waste which also deposits harmful pathogens into the reef. In
addition, between 57,000 and 135,000 whales, seals and harbor seals get caught in “fishing
waste” – i.e., lost and discarded ropes and nets – every year.
Many plastics contain substances that are harmful to the environment and our health, such
as flame retardants or plasticizers, some of which are released into the sea. These pollutants
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are then absorbed by marine animals and sea birds as plastic parts are swallowed. ”
Source: https://www.wwf.de/themen-projekte/meere-kuesten/plastik/unsere-ozeane-versinkenin-plastikmuell/plastikmuell-im -meer-the-most-important-answers
In the future, dynamic, vital, healthy and clean water will flow from all water pipes.
Rivers, streams and wetlands are being renatured as far as this is possible and ecologically
worthwhile.
Water is kept in the region. The best water purification, irrigation and flood protection
measure is the revitalisation of soils, because a living, healthy and humus-rich soil can
absorb, purify and store many times more water.
Species-rich permanent forests and wetlands ensure that the evaporated water remains in the
lower layers of the air, where it promotes dew formation and serves the regional water cycle.
Where necessary, wastewater treatment plants are renewed using the best natural methods.
Wastewater is cleaned by plants, microorganisms and composting techniques before it flows
back into the water cycle. Wherever possible, modern, water-saving and humus-building
composting toilets are installed.

Large marine areas are placed under protection. Regional fisheries that respect marine life
replace large-scale industrial fishing and trawling. Marine cleanup and regeneration projects
receive generous and active support.
1d.) Purification of the air we breathe
Why we need change
Air pollution is the term used to describe the release of pollutants that are harmful to the
environment and to health into the air. These pollutants include, for example, smoke, soot,
dust, exhaust gases, aerosols, vapors and odorous substances. Air pollution is a form of
environmental pollution. It is the leading environmental cause of illness and premature
death and affects everyone, from the fetus in the womb to the elderly. Air pollution can affect
almost all organs and systems in the body and is a major cause of pneumonia, bronchitis and
asthma in children.
Source:https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luftverschichtung
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According to a report by Greenpeace, 160,000 people died prematurely in 2020 in 5 of the
largest cities on earth alone – New Delhi, Shanghai, Tokyo, Sao Paulo and Mexico City – due
to the influence of harmful particulate matter.
The use of exhaust gases and toxic spray mist containing aluminum, metal and / or other
toxins is strictly not produced anymore. The emission of fine dust and air pollution of any
kind is reduced to an absolute minimum.
Since healthy ecosystems with a high diversity of tree species are highly effective in
purifying the air, such ecosystems are created both in cities and in cleared cultivated
landscapes. As a result, the air we breathe, with its health-promoting air microbiome and its
healing ions, once again becomes a giver of pure life energy.

1e.) 60% of all forests – the “lungs of our earth” and producers of vitally important
oxygen – are placed under nature protection
Why we need change
Increased CO2 levels in the atmosphere are often considered a trigger, but really are only a
symptom of climate change.The causes lie in the destruction of our living environment, most
especially in the destruction of forests and our humus.
Humus consists of plant residue, fungi, microorganisms and many small organisms such as
worms and spiders, most of which consist of carbon.
When this ecosystem is destroyed (50% already is), its carbon goes into the atmosphere as
CO2, which is largely responsible for the increase in CO2 there. (see Chapter 1a.)
“Our tropical forests are brutally cleared for intensive agriculture, for the creation of pasture
and fodder areas for cattle, the production of palm oil or the extraction of precious wood or
mineral resources. The numbers are frightening: in fifty years almost a fifth of the Amazon
forest has been cut down, the deforested areas increased by 278% in 2019 alone, i.e., 7536
km2, which is five times the size of the city of Sao Paulo or 1 million soccer fields. With the
disappearance of tropical forests, the “CO2 storage” power of this fundamental ecosystem
declines (it was halved between 1990 and 2015), biodiversity collapses and the cultural
heritage of the indigenous peoples, our precious guardians of the earth, is threatened.”
Source: https://www.careelite.de/abholzung-der-waelder-regenwald/
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The destruction of ecosystems is considered a crime against life.
Areas that have been deforested in recent centuries are reforested under the guidance of
future-oriented foresters, who think and feel holistically and have a global vision for forest
ecosystems. Special attention is paid to their positive impact on people’s immune systems,
climate regulation and the local water cycle.
Holistic forest management courses are offered to foresters, forest owners and all interested
people.

1f.) Healing foods
Why we need change
The processed foods we eat today have up to 90% fewer minerals and vitamins than they had
50 years ago, due to the chemically produced pesticides, fungicides, herbicides and fertilizers
that poison the soil and kill microorganisms in the process.
In addition to a mineral and vitamin deficiency and the toxic load in raw materials (including
toxins found in the soil, or antibiotics and pharmaceuticals used in factory farming), there are
numerous toxic additives in today’s processed food (for example exogenous hormones,
chemicals or even cells from aborted human fetuses!…) affecting our bodies.
Denatured food not only leads to a variety of diseases, but also has a detrimental effect on
our daily well-being.
Chemically produced fragrances manipulate our perception.
Unnatural chemicals and heavy metals in our bodies lead to calcification and disruption of
the pineal gland, which in turn is not only responsible for a healthy circadian rhythm (sleepwake cycle), but also for our intuition and clear thinking.
Over the past few decades, our farmers have been made dependent on multinational
corporations with their hybrid seed monopolies, genetically modified seeds and toxic sprays
and fertilizers.
The consequences of artificial genetic changes in living beings for the human organism and
the entire ecosystem cannot be foreseen.
Artificial additives of any kind are only used if a panel of doctors, biologists and alternative
practitioners from various fields has determined their harmlessness for all life. Industrial
sugar, synthetic salts, refined fats, an excess of animal products and denatured foods have
led in recent decades , to an unnatural increase in allergies, obesity and diet-related diseases.
These are being replaced by wholesome and healing natural foods with their multitude of
micronutrients.
Edible wild local plants such as sloes, rose hips, goutweed, stinging nettles or dandelions in
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mid-europe for example, are also finding a permanent place in the human diet again and
replacing “superfoods” from faraway countries.
The cultivation of wild herb meadows and a variety of old plant species are promoted. The
plants are combined in such a way that a symbiotic environment is created and the plants
protect each other from pest infestation. The resulting improved soil health protects against
disasters such as floods and drought.
Fruits no longer have to meet standards of size and dimension – any natural form of plant fruit
is welcome.
Genetically modified seeds are no longer used.
Farmers and gardeners regained their autonomy in terms of access, reproduction and
exchange of seeds.
1g.) Environmentally friendly and pollutant-free production
Why we need change
All industrial manufacturing processes – be it in the textile, paper, steel, toy, automobile,
telecommunications, pharmaceutical and other industries – are very energy-intensive and
produce a large amount of contaminants and waste that more often than not end up in
our air, our waters, our soil, meadows, forests and fields through exhaust gases, evaporation,
seepage, sewage, improper disposal of products or unnecessary and excessive
packaging. These pollutants then find their way into our bodies through clothing, food or
toxic furniture components as well as cleaning agents in our homes.
Scientists work hand in hand with practitioners and production companies to increase
ecological efficiency in production and to manufacture components that cannot be produced
from purely natural raw materials as ethical, environmentally friendly and recyclable as
possible, considering the wellbeing of future living beings on our Planet. Nature’s brilliant
solutions serve as an inspiring model.
The majority of the textiles are made from natural and renewable raw materials. Hemp and
flax cultivation and the cultivation of other ecologically valuable crops enjoy great popularity.
In the transition phase, whenever possible, man-made materials are recycled, repaired and
made into new materials in an environmentally friendly process. The ecological footprint is
declared on the labels of all products, in particular with regard to what the materials are made
of, how fairly they were produced and how efficient their expected life cycle is.
The principles are:
Recycling before new raw material extraction.
Natural before chemical products.
The extraction of raw materials is carried out in a respectful manner and in awareness of the
strain on planet Earth and its local communities. The used water is returned to the water cycle
in a purified and revitalised state. During extraction, local biodiversity is largely preserved
and, in parallel, renaturation is carried out in a way that increases biodiversity and species
diversity.
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1h.) Every living being is treated with respect and mindfulness
Why we need change
An exceptionally high percentage of meat, eggs and other products of “animal origin”
are “produced” in factory farms under torturous and undeserving circumstances. The fact
that animals are sentient beings is often forgotten. In “turbo farming” they are neither able to
live in their natural habitat nor pursue their natural instincts. Factory farming is extremely
problematic in many respects:
* Animals coexist in a very confined space – mostly without freedom of movement
* Most farms only have light with unnatural light frequencies,
which greatly impacts the biological rhythm of the animals and thus their health and wellbeing
* Calves are separated from their mothers immediately after birth
*Animals are mistreated: cattle are dehorned, beaks are shortened, tails cut off, male chicks
are shredded and fed to female chicks
* Animals very often suffer brutal torture during their upbringing, during transportation and
in slaughterhouses
* Animals are mostly fed denatured food which is not appropriate for their digestive systems,
growth hormones promote rapid growth, yet lead to a faster degeneration of the body
* Animals are overbred
* In hot countries – for example in Australia – livestock often have no shelter and suffer
from burns
Massive environmental problems result from factory farming:
Deforestation of the rainforest, toxins in forage fields, long transport routes for animal feed
and meat, CO2 and methane emissions from feces, antibiotics and other chemicals within the
food cycle, water shortage, overgrazing, etc.
A few facts and figures on factory farming:
In order to gain an understanding of the scope of the problem, statistics on factory farming are
of immense importance. Here are some relevant facts:
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In Germanyalone, around 745 million animals live and die in factory farming every
year.
356 million kilograms of meat are thrown away in Germany every year which means
that:45 million chickens, 4 million pigs and 200,000 cattle die for no reason.
15,415 liters of waterare needed for the production of one kilogram of beef.
733 metric tons of antibioticswere used in factory farming in Germany alone in 2017.
About 8 percent of arable landin Germany is used for growing livestock feed, in
comparison to only 21 percent for direct food production.
Worldwide, 2.6 million hectares of land are cultivated every year and almost 48
million metric tons of greenhouse gases are then emitted by throwing the produce
away.
The German Confederation found antibiotic-resistant germson 88 percent of turkey
meat samples bought at discounters.

More information on the subject of “factory farming”
Source: https://www.careelite.de/massentierhaltung/
“As long as there are slaughterhouses there will be battlefields.”
(Leo Tolstoy)
“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress
can be judged by the way its animals are treated.”
Mahatma Gandhi
Any form of slavery, violence or exploitation of humans or animals is considered a crime
against life. Any form of animal cruelty, cage or factory farming, as well as laboratory
experiments with animals and cross-regional animal transports for consumption purposes are
a thing of the past.
Animal communication enables people to find out what animals need for their well-being.
Animals in zoos and animal parks are free to choose whether they stay in zoos or opt for a life
in freedom or in special protected areas.
Parks with a variety of plants and fruit-bearing trees have been created on the land of zoos.
Roads leading from the countryside to these parks have been cleared of concrete and now
invite wildlife to enter, eat and voluntarily interact with humans.
Our vision is that in the near future, animals will no longer be killed.
For the transitional phase until then, we recommend the following:
Every animal that is not allowed to live in freedom because it contributes to the production of
milk or other animal products, is provided with a large enclosure in nature together with its
own kind, as well as objects to play with.
The horses, cows and bulls have a beautiful life in the great outdoors “supporting” the
stabilization and rebuilding of the humus.
These animals live with people who have a loving, caring and harmonious relationship with
them. They are offered only natural, species-appropriate and varied feed. Cows are allowed to
keep their horns.
The husbandry conditions are adapted so that vaccinations are no longer necessary. Only
essential medication is given and only ever at each animal caretaker’s discretion.
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Animals are killed, if necessary, in their natural and familiar environment with as little
suffering as possible, while being perceived and honoured as sentient beings.
The shooting of animals to protect the forest and the culling of sick animals is only carried
out by people with a hunting license specific to animal welfare-oriented training.
Since the forests are recovering and the ecosystems are back in their natural balance, there
is no overpopulation of animals in the forests and no need for “regulation” by humans.
We advocate a shift to a plant-based way of life, recognising that plants are sentient
creatures. They are honoured and respectfully harvested and prepared.
We remember that we are connected to the plants on a soul level and can communicate with
them. The plant devas (elemental beings) help us to transform our gardens into energetically
powerful places where vital food grows.
As guardians of the landscape, we inform our trees a day or two before they are cut down or
pruned. We also inform the plants of the meadows before they are cut so that they can draw
its energy into their root zone during this time. If a new building is planned, we talk to the
place so that the deva of this landsacpe can look for a new place in time.

1i.) Our “hospitals” are being transformed into holistic “healing spaces”
Why we need change
Modern medicine wages a “war against disease”, it attempts to “defeat” disease instead of
looking at root causes in order to achieve holistic long-term healing. The mechanistic
approach in science today reduces humans to a “machine” that can be repaired. Instead of
supporting the immune system and promoting self-healing through a holistic approach
(holistic lifestyle, positive alignment of the mind, shadow work, considering relationships and
emotions, etc.), people isolate themselves and rely on an excess of pharmaceuticals and
treatment carried out by machines.The second leading cause of death in the United States is
related
to pharmaceuticals and their “cocktail effects”.
A new concept of healing and the construction of correlating holistic spaces are developed
and implemented in conjunction with the knowledge and experience of medical doctors,
alternative practitioners, energeticists, nutritionists, physiologists, biologists, building
biologists psychologists, spiritual teachers, geomancers, Feng Shui specialists, etc.
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In the transition phase, existing hospitals are made more healing-friendly with plants, therapy
animals, natural scents, natural light frequencies and images of nature and adapted to keep
out low and high frequency radiation - electrosmog.
The new healing centers are surrounded by species-rich healing forests with special forest
therapy paths based on the model of the Japanese Shinrin-Yoku with mindfulness paths,
streams and bodies of water. Animals and plants are therapeutic helpers.
Special farms connected to the healing centers offer therapy solutions for drug addicts, for
example, or other people prone to addiction (including digital detox therapies) and provide
healthy organic food grown onsite for the healing centers.
Within the concept of healing, the following principles are acknowledged:
1. 1. Humans are highly developed spiritual beings that are not just physical bodies.
They are multidimensional beings with several “etheric bodies” (including the
physical body, mental body, emotional body, energy body, causal body)
that are interconnected and interact with one another.
Human beings are a part of the earth’s ecosystem, a living organism, connected on
all levels.
3. The 5 Biological Laws of Nature.
4. All living beings have excellent self-healing powers and an immune system that
must be supported primarily and at all levels in order to prevent and heal diseases.
Furthermore, all living beings have healing powers which they can use to support
other living beings.
5. Every illness has a message. Everything we encounter in our lives is seen as an
opportunity for healing and growth. From now on, medicine no longer focuses on the
symptoms, but on identifying the causes and preventing the disease.
The doctor of the futurewill give no medication
but will interest his patients in the care of the human frame,
diet and in the cause and prevention of disease.
Thomas A.Edison
In the new healing centers, holistic therapy methods are applied that respond to people’s
individual needs.
Preventive measures such as regular, accompanied fasting cures or courses in knowledge and
methods for self-help are promoted.
Healing methods that have helped people heal through the power of nature and spirit for
centuries, such as homeopathy, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Traditional European Medicine
or Anthroposophical Medicine, as well as “new”, well-tested and already successfully applied
healing methods based on quantum/frequencies/energy/information, are fully recognised,
applied and taught.
Natural, locally grown and produced remedies are preferred, as these have hardly any side
effects, compared to the products of the pharmaceutical industry, are better assimilated by the
human organism and also benefit local producers.
In order not to weaken people's natural microbiome with chemical disinfectants, preference is
given to life-enhancing microorganisms (EM), ozone or hydrogen peroxide for disinfection
and natural agents, such as vinegar, baking soda or ferment7 oxi for cleaning.
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The doctors speak openly and, without being asked, provide information on the side effects
of any drugs they prescribe in a clear and transparent way.
While in the old system one earned from people’s illness, now the highest reward of people
working in the healing professions is the health of the patients.

1j.) The birth of humans, and animals, is respected as a sacred ritual
Why we need change
In America and Europe, around 30% of children are no longer born naturally, but
by medically unnecessary C-sections, resulting in unpleasant psychological and physical
consequences for both mother and child.
In addition, the baby is forcibly taken from the security of its mother’s womb and arrives in a
mostly cold, technical, neon-lit world, with its umbilical cord immediately cut, being torn
from the mother and its natural protection washed away.
Our entire society is shaped by this first collective trauma.
Since the 1950’s, advertising for infant formula has been massively ramped up, claiming that
it is equivalent to breast milk.
“Science and health care systems are totally unanimous in assessing that breastfeeding is of
irreplaceable value for infants, not least because of its adequate and individualized supply of
nutrients and a reduction in the risk of infectious respiratory and diarrheal
diseases. Additionally, breastfeeding also has important long-term effects, as breastfed
children are significantly less likely to suffer from being overweight and obese as well as
developing better cognitive capabilities later on.”
Source: www.bfr.bund.de
Even the conception of a human being is consciously lived as a sacred act.
Women are given free access to prenatal classes developed by experienced, holistically
thinking and feeling midwives and doulas (obstetricians).
Both parents are prepared in courses for their role as companions of a human being in the
adventure of life.
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Women decide for themselves how and where they want to give birth, whether in birth
centres, at home or outdoors – in the forest, in the sea or at special power places – in any case
protected, in peace and quiet and in the circle of their family or other women.
Children are born naturally, and all natural processes of birth are respected and allowed.
Invasive interventions are avoided wherever possible.
Every child is accompanied into the world in a dignified, loving, gentle and attentive
manner.
In order to strengthen the bond of love between parents and child, the baby is nurtured with
a feeling of security and love from the very beginning. The child spends the first years of its
life in loving, close contact with its family.
To provide the baby with the best nutrients of natural breast milk, women are optimally
supported in breastfeeding their babies.
Unwantingly pregnant women are supported in all areas of life.
Women who, for whatever reason, do not want to keep their babies with them, can connect
while they are still pregnant to the couples who will lovingly take care of their baby after
birth.
In the transitional phase, a world still disturbed with harmful electrosmog, it is ensured that
babies and young children are exposed to it as little as possible, so they can develop healthily
and naturaly.
Receive the children in reverence,
educate them in love,
and send them forth in freedom.
Rudolf Steiner

1k.) “By losing the fear of death – and recognizing ourselves as an infinite and immortal
being – we’ll also lose the fear of living”
Why we need change
Death is one of the great taboo topics in our society and is mainly associated with fear,
destruction, darkness and drama.
To this day, most branches of science teach us that our existence ends with death. As a result,
those who believe this often act without thinking about the consequences of their actions in
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life.
The very basis of every fear – such as the fear of illness or terror – leads back to a fear of
our own finitude, death, through which we humans can also be very easily manipulated.
Fear creates stress in our body system and makes us sick. It also makes us susceptible to
manipulation and hierarchical control mechanisms that promise us protection.
“He who is no longer afraid of death,
he is no longer so easily manipulated.”
Together with death counselors of all religions, courses are created that enable people to learn
to grieve freely and develop a dignified approach to the subject of “death” free from fear.
Together with death counsellors of all religions, courses are created that enable people to
develop a fear-free and dignified approach to the subject of “death” and also to learn to
freely allow and process their feelings of pain and grief.
Relatives are allowed to keep the body of their loved one laid out at home or in a sacred room
for a few days, so that the soul can slowly and gently detach itself from the body and
relatives have enough time to say goodbye to their loved ones.
By composting our bodies in healthy, living soil or in specially created systems
we gratefully return them to the cycle of life.
Taking into account the values of different cultures and religions, if necessary, cremations of
bodies containing many toxins or similar are preferable for groundwater hygiene reasons.
Relatives should be free to decide where they wish to scatter the ashes.
Each culture can bury the bodies of its loved ones in its own way, with due regard for the
well-being of all life.
Forest burials” and “tree burials” are also becoming increasingly popular. Slowly,
cemeteries are transforming into cemetery forests.
🌳 Every person leaves behind at least 2 trees in their lifetime.
One is planted at birth and one at death.
The first takes root in the placenta, the second takes root in the body. 🌳 🌳
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1l.) Technical progress serves life, and not the other way around
Why we need change
In order to stay healthy, every living being needs to be in contact with the natural
electromagnetic fields of the earth and the cosmos. Artificially generated electromagnetic
fields with unnatural pulse frequencies – such as wireless telecommunication technologies
(including 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G), smart meters, microwaves, RFID technology, radar,
consciousness-controlling technologies (including HAARP), etc. disturb the body’s own
electromagnetic frequencies severely.
5G uses frequencies in microwave spectrum, originally developed as weapons by secret
services.
More and more people are suffering from symptoms of electro-sensibility or electrosensitivity.
It is not just humans who suffer from these unnatural frequencies, but animals and
especially trees too, which as a result often struggle to transport enough water into their
crowns and die.
The following websites provide further information on these
topics: https://www.frequencia.ch/
Any form of artificially applied technology that can negatively affect living organisms or
the entire Earth will be shut down and dismantled!
This includes in particular wireless telecommunication technologies without safety
assessment (e.g. 5G), artificial intelligence (AI), microchips (RFID, Digital ID), IoT (Internet
of Things), smart meters, video surveillance systems, mind-controlling technologies (e.g.
HAARP) and artificial weather modification (geoengineering, chemtrails).
Artificial intelligence (AI) is only used where it is beneficial to life. Under no
circumstances is it used for the surveillance and control of people.
“We acknowledge that all living beings on earth are inextricably linked
with the natural terrestrial and cosmic electromagnetic fields
and that we can only truly recover or stay in healthy balance
if we are in undisturbed resonance with the cycles
and frequencies of the earth and the cosmos.”
Research into and the immediate implementation of telecommunication technologies that are
harmless to humans, animals and plants have the highest priority.
As long as healing frequencies are not available for use, computers are connected to the
Internet via (fiber optic) cables.
Once buildings are wired, the need for wireless communication decreases and the radiation
output of oversized outdoor antennas can be reduced.
Well-researched healing frequencies that have been subject to long-term testing will be used
for regeneration in the future.
In every country, there are radiation-free areas in which sick and radiation-sensitive people
can settle or recover.
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1m.) Light frequencies that serve the human immune system
Why we need change
LEDs, halogen and infrared light influence the pineal gland – our third eye – with
their unnatural frequencies of light. As a mediator between worlds (visible and invisible)
this gland also has a significant impact on our sleep, our health and our overall well-being
through the production of serotonin and melatonin.
There are now only light sources that are adapted to the natural light spectrum, that are
harmless to all living creatures and that have a minimal impact on the environment during
production, use and recycling.
To avoid light pollution, all external, unnatural light sources are reduced by at least 40
percent at night and street lights are prevented from shining up into the night sky.
Beaches where animals lay their eggs are no longer artificially lit so that newly hatched
baby animals are undisturbed in their natural behavior.

1n.) The “health” of space is essential for our life. The sky, as an integral part of all life,
must be protected.
Why we need change
Satellites or other technical devices disrupt the natural cosmic frequencies that make a
healthy life on earth possible.
Meanwhile, a huge amount of “space debris” orbits the earth. The larger ones can hit the
surface of the earth and kill living beings in the process.
Satellites, space-weapons or other technical devices which disrupt the natural cosmic
frequencies that enable healthy life on earth will be dismantled.
The space debris is transported back to Earth and recycled here without leaving any residue.
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1o.) 13-moon calendar
Why we need change
Our current annual calendar removes us from our natural
cycles. The current Gregorian calendar does not correspond to the natural cycles of 13 lunar
cycles per year that we should embrace in order to return to harmony with the cosmic order.
We return together to a 13-month calendar that is in harmony with the natural rhythms and
cycles of the earth.
Thus we have 13 times 28 days plus a “day of gratitude for creation” that is celebrated
worldwide.
We honour the specific qualities of timeframes, celebrate meaningful rituals, the annual
“Wheel of the year” festivals of our ancestors in deep connection with the earth and nature.
The deeply felt “gifts” come from our tangible connection with the earth. Therefore, there is
no need to buy gifts that generate unnecessary waste.
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF POTENTIAL
The children of today
create the world of tomorrow.

2a.) Children are encouraged to develop their full individual potential
Why we need change
Individual development of potential is incompatible with compulsory learning programs,
because every child is different and must be able to develop in their own way and at their own
pace.
In our current generic school system, children are raised to be system-obedient
subjects. The repetition of predefined content is rewarded. Individuality and one’s own
opinion are frowned upon in most lessons or even punished.
Children learn to censor themselves mentally and mutilate themselves internally.
Depression and suicide rates among children and adolescents are increasing. Children
forget their natural joy in learning and in carrying out relevant tasks that they would
naturally set themselves in order to grow and learn.
Through intellectual teaching and the use of digital devices, children lose the capacity to
observe and think for themselves, which is the foundation of their imagination, inspiration
and intuition.
“You can only learn enthusiastically
if you get to work with passion, excitement
and deep joy.”
Gerald Hüther
“As a spiritually endowed being, every child has
their own inner learning plan from birth onward.
Zest for life, health, self-confidence, thirst for knowledge, the ability to concentrate and
cooperate, a sense of responsibility, perseverance and active commitment to the community
can be observed in young people who were allowed to develop according to their inner
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learning plan.
Their social behavior is shaped by role models: The more respect and mindfulness with which
children are treated, the more mindful and respectful their own treatment of themselves, of
nature and of fellow human beings will be.”
Alexandra Terzic-Auer
Children and adults meet each other at eye level.
Children are supported in remembering the extraordinary human potential inherent in us.
They grow up in a loving, safe environment, develop healthy self-awareness, self-esteem and
are encouraged to disagree, question what they have learned, think for themselves and find
answers within themselves.
The teachers and guides of the children are filled with their calling and desire to accompany
the children optimally into their highest potential.
The first place for life- and heart-formation is the family. The second place is the
community/village, in which “experience spaces”, “learning spaces” and “development
spaces” are then also provided, which are designed together with the children. Parents and
children are free to choose whether they want to learn freely at these learning places or at
home.
At these learning locations, children are invited to playfully live out their inherent joy of
discovery with all their senses and above all, in direct contact with nature. Their individual
physical, mental, intellectual and spiritual needs are lovingly respected.
These spaces are creative adventure playgrounds where practical, artistic, philosophical or
spiritual questions – the exploration of the world – are not solved purely through the mind,
but through the interaction of body, mind and heart.
Here, learning content that complies with the laws of nature, is not just taught, but
experienced first-hand through direct contact with the soil, with forests, farms, gardens, water,
plants and animals from an early age. What an adventure to experience the life cycle of a
plant from sowing, growing, harvesting, preparing and finally composting or learning to
recognize the wild herbs along the way and to feel their healing effects on your own
body.Cross-species communication is an integral part of learning.
All forms of creative and artistic expression are welcomed, taught and encouraged. There are
theatrical performances in which young people can also solve stage architecture issues or
learn to make costumes. Children are encouraged to form small orchestras and choirs. Some
discover their talents as dancers, scenic painters or make-up artists, others test their skills as
technicians or organizers.
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At the open learning locations, intergenerational connections are forged: Here, people of
all different ages meet to jointly implement projects that can also serve the general public.
These open learning locations are ‘stimulating centers’ of social life where new ideas for
social life are developed and shared with the community and the local Councils of Wise Ones
and (depending on the potential) also with the national Councils (see Chapter 5).
Humans no longer perceive themselves in their development as a loose element within a
system, but as a creative co-designer of a large living organism.
The “main subjects” taught in previous schools such as reading, arithmetic, writing and
foreign languages integrate naturally into the exciting learning experience.
Reading and writing is often learned, for example, in order to understand or write foreign
languages, cooking recipes, or texts about various interesting projects. Arithmetic needs to be
learned in order to build things in nature or indoors.
Sacred geometry is experienced as the basic building block of matter, and also of biology or
physics when designing or building a new type of machine, etc.
Every handicraft business can also become an extended classroom. While carpentry,
something is learned about linear measurements or angles; when planning glass houses or
vegetable beds, something is learned about biodiversity, annual cycles, the sun,
photosynthesis or humus build-up. When preparing lunch for large or small groups, it is
important to understand fractions or multiplications.
Experiencing a variety of activities in a very practical way also helps young people find their
vocation.
Children are motivated to pass on their new knowledge to other children.
Access to computer tools is to be avoided until the age of 12, while creativity, imagination,
inspiration and intuition are stimulated and encouraged.
Above all, the individual strengths of the children are emphasized. Making mistakes is a
natural and important learning process.
We differentiate between an initial phase of education, in which a child is lovingly
accompanied in a protected environment and encouraged to discover in a playful way who
they are and what they are interested in.
Natural and practical life is the great teacher.
Then – from around the age of 12 – the technical or university training phase follows.
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Instead of exams or grades, there are festive occasions where young people present what
they have done, created, learned or practiced, individually or in groups.
Particularly important is the nobleness of the heart, the development of a new awareness of
being connected to all of life and the understanding of being.
For this purpose, the following courses are developed for being human in harmony with
nature and the laws of nature, which are recommended to all people of all age groups.

2b.) Courses for a New Consciousness
Why we need change
Within the first six years of life, the brain of a small child works in “theta” waves, a
frequency equivalent to hypnosis in which a child takes everything it perceives
to be reality and stores it as a future life program.
The constant slight to severe traumatization of children begins at birth and is continued in
unnatural kindergartens and school operations. Through the additional continuous influence
of media propaganda, a distorted image of humanity is planted into our thoughts: the image
of a greedy, selfish egotist.
We have forgotten how to give an adequate expression to the divine spark – our unique
essence – within the context of compassionate and creative cooperation on this wonderful
planet.
Instead, over the past two hundred years, we have been trained to become slaves / servants of
consumerism, seemingly trapped in the hamster wheel of economy and generally held in the
belief that, substantially, we are powerless
mortal machines. We consider thoughts given to us by school books, newspapers or TV
programs to be our own.
In order to dismantle this old programming and reignite the light within each of us for the
highest
good of all, we need collective de-programming, a thorough cleansing of old sabotaging
beliefs – courses will support us in awakening a new awareness of the miracle of life and in
developing loving coexistence.
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Courses are developed in cooperation with brain researchers, peace researchers, therapists,
happiness researchers and coaches from various fields, to promote a new awareness of being
human and of human evolution in harmony with nature and the laws of nature.
This new awareness is brought closer to all people, especially caregivers and teachers, in
order to prepare them in the best was possible for their important task.
The courses on being human include, for example, the following areas:
* Heart formation, intuition and joy.
* Structures and levels of consciousness
* Finding the individual vocation
* Non-violent communication
* The expressions of energetic communication
* Working with feelings & emotions
* Mindfulness and meditation
* Shadow work and trauma release
* Breathing as healing work
* Health and nutrition in harmony with nature
* Plant and herbal medicine
* Sustainable living and self-responsibility
* Healing and self-healing techniques
* The principles of life energy and their practical application
* Working with dreams and alternative states of consciousness
* Sacred geometry and its practical application
* Insights into different world views, contemplations of reality
* The laws of nature and cosmic laws and cycles
* Knowledge of the annual cycle, nature festivals and rituals
* Ritual knowledge and practice
* Communication with animals, other forms of consciousness and subtle beings
* Expanding the inner senses (clairvoyance, clairsentience etc.)
* Possession reduction, letting go and true fulfilment
* The return of the feminine quality to our society
* The return of the sacred feminine and masculine into our society
* Sexuality and its sacred dimension
* Conscious and responsible parenting
The courses for human evolution include, for example, the following areas:
* WE culture – new forms of living and working together.
* Finding the task of the community, the nation and humanity
* The development of new social structures
* “Free” cultural, educational ,informational, research and religious development
* Equal legal and democratic structures
* Fraternal economic life for the fair satisfaction of individual needs
* Development of sustainable monetary systems
* Healing of the destroyed nature
* Development of sustainable agricultural systems through communities of responsibility
* Building biology and geomancy
* Development of exemplary places of work and life (cultural oases)
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These courses, which are oriented toward the “well-being and development of all life” are
then offered to children and young people at the learning locations, the new nature
kindergartens, forest schools and “adventure spaces”.
2c.) The new universities
Why we need change
The way in which universities and training companies are financed makes them increasingly
dependent on the lobbies that support them economically. As a result, the majority of today’s
universities teach what will be useful for big business, but ignore the multitude of known and
yet to be discovered areas of human wisdom as well as social development opportunities.
Financed by the pharmaceutical lobby, medical faculties limit themselves to what does not
harm their patrons and conceal or falsify large areas of knowledge.
For example, about low-cost remedies, unpatentable natural medicine or the outstanding selfhealing powers of humans.
Similarly, agricultural schools (often) sponsored by large corporations teach the younger
generations the vision of a multinational company in terms of agricultural cultivation using
paid transgenic seeds and the mandatory use of associated fertilizers and pesticides. Very few
real courses are offered that deal with the soil, the richness of its composition and its
ecosystems.
It is also the investors of large corporations who determine the outcome a study must achieve
in order to be published, and only projects that serve their interests are funded. This lobbying
has also resulted in many branches of human sciences being suppressed or even discredited,
such as spirituality and metaphysics, which are viewed as non-science or “pseudo-science”.
There is no phenomenon that does not interact with all levels of being.
Therefore, an integral view and the cooperation of all sciences is promoted.
For example, the university education system for health professions is undergoing an urgent
paradigm shift: the new knowledge of quantum physics, epigenetics,
psychoneuroimmunology and consciousness research, as well as new medicine and proven
techniques previously known as “alternative healing methods” are now being integrated.
Only sustainable practices that are in harmony with all of life are taught in agricultural
training courses. Special attention is paid to the fascinating qualities of humus, seeds, plants
and water and their wonderful synergy.
The previous reductionist educational approach has been replaced by a holistic perspective on
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the principles of life. Instead of the laws of the fittest, the principle of co-operation is now
taught as the basis of education.
Only people who feel joyfully called to teach now do so. Every teacher is supported to learn
innovative forms of teaching in order to be able to support their students in the best possible
way.
Knowledge is taught in such a way that it allows free opening to new areas of knowledge,
without slowing down the creativity of the students. For example, questioning existing
scientific principles is not only accepted but even encouraged. In this way, we can reach new
horizons of human knowledge together.
The new universities are therefore “workshops for the future” in which researchers,
university professors, students and pupils, driven by joy and natural curiosity, develop fresh
impulses and ideas for the future of all of us through collective intelligence.
Research into free energy will resume. Research is also being carried out into other
renewable energies that have no or only minimal impact on the environment.
Science, research and universities are independent of political or industrial interests in terms
of finance and content. However, the various areas cooperate to develop new ideas for our
collective future.

2d.) The cultural expression of the people
Why we need change
From an early age, children are asked to sit still for long hours while their true nature
naturally urges them to discover life through observation, experimentation, etc., using all of
their senses and talents.
Cultural forms of expression such as dance, singing, music, drawing, painting, pottery,
theater, which promote the development and activation of our right brain hemisphere,
are rarely stimulated in schools. Children develop one-sidedly, which limits their possibility
of self-discovery as well as that of cultural and spiritual expression.
Culture, creativity, imagination, inspiration and intuition are the forces of our future
development and have at least the same importance as our intellectual development.
Art in general, such as theater, music, dance, literature and architecture, serve human
expression, nobleness of the heart and inspiration. Films too are produced with the awareness
that they have a direct influence on the subconscious.
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We respect and revive the diverse myths, the culturally different world views of ancient and
recent cultures and the ancient customs, dances, songs and languages of our ancestors.
Knowing that our deep roots give us support in the now.
We are gratefully are in exchange with indigenous peoples who are still in deep connection
with nature. We learn respectfully from each other and the "new" knowledge is applied to
heal people and nature.
For a better understanding of other cultures and customs and to experience the full beauty of
our earth, student exchanges are offered to schoolchildren, students and adults.
These new experiences and the newly gained knowledge are then shared with other people in
public lectures or exhibitions. Cultural exchange visits of people from other cultures are
encouraged.

2e.) Special attention is also given to the promotion of craftsmanship
Why we need change
In the last few decades, products handmade by our craftsmen have largely been
replaced by industrially produced and short-lived mass products. Manual skills are rarely
encouraged and developed in schools. The social status of craftsmen reflect its true value in
relation to that of academics.
Instead of selling cheap mass-produced goods, handicrafts are promoted which not only have
a longer life expectancy and are made of the finest natural materials but also enable the
existence of the person behind the handicraft to be sensed.
This also re-establishes an appreciative relationship with the objects we surround ourselves
with.
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2f.) Retirement homes are transformed into Houses of Life that are fully integrated into
the community.
Why we need change
Older people are often placed in nursing homes and usually suffer from loneliness, lack of
attention, boredom, malnutrition and lack of purpose.
Retirement homes are generally not designed to integrate aging people into the social life
going on around them.
Growing older is no longer associated with frailty and senility, but with maturity and
wisdom. Wherever possible, aging people should stay with their families and communities,
and – if necessary – be locally supported by well-trained caregivers.
Courses are offered to caregiving members of the family, to teach them how to support
their relatives both on a physical level (due to the degeneration of the musculoskeletal system,
for example) and on a mental and spiritual level.
In these future “Houses of Life”, healthy food will be cooked in community and gardening
work will be done together. The goal is to age healthily.
Kindergartens and schools as well as animal parks, are – wherever possible – attached to
these Houses of Life. Children learn to read with the elderly, for example, or find among them
music teachers, craftsmen, engineers, firefighters, pilots or people who tell them about their
interesting jobs and give them practical experience.
Older people are also given the opportunity to catch up on what they missed out on in their
younger years.
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2g.) People with disabilities are integrated into society
Why we need change
In our society, people with disabilities are often marginalized and put on the sidelines. They
are quickly let down by the medical community and do not receive the best possible care. It is
high time that people with disabilities were given the same rights and opportunities as people
without. It is also time we saw and recognized them as complete beings in their own right.
The attitude toward disability has changed: it is seen as a unique “otherness” that everyone
involved appreciates – from families to institutions and society. People who cannot see may
teach us to be more tactile, feel more intensely or to hear more acutely. Many people with
disabilities teach us to be still – their presence helps us to perceive our own presence. They
often trigger our shadow aspects and teach us to overcome them.
Therapists, nurses, doctors and companions are trained to support people with disabilities in a
positive and future-oriented way.
They too are supported in finding their calling and discovering their genius.
People with disabilities should be able to live independently if possible.
Adapted housing and residential communities, integrated into a healthy natural
environment, are made available for them, and it is ensured that they can participate in
everyday life. Furthermore, adapted fitness centers offer programs that help people with
disabilities to gain greater flexibility.
Wherever possible, suitable adaptations are made in public spaces.
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2h.) New forms of travel
Why we need change
Since traveling has become so easy for us, we take the opportunity to quickly fly to New York
or Milan to go shopping without being aware of our contribution to CO2 production or air
pollution in the process. We don’t even think about what the point of that brief satisfaction is
(sometimes just to take a selfie in another city). Conversely, people who travel are often
viewed as “traveling wallets” by the locals. The financial benefit comes before the
‘encounter’ with a person from another country.
The mentality of local people changes when they regularly come into contact with people
from industrial countries. Often the locals are not shown the respect they deserve, and too
often people expect to find the same abroad as they have at home.
Travelers choose the most environmentally friendly means of transport.
It is no longer about the speed of the journey, but about the wealth of
interactions along the way.
Instead of “consuming”, travel becomes an opportunity to get to know other people, ways of
living, new cultures, exciting landscapes or ecosystems and to discover oneself in the process.
Many people travel for humanitarian or ecological purposes – there is a lot to clean up and
heal on the earth.
Through our journeys we become so truly aware of how the earth gifts us and how we as
human beings can not only take but also give in equal measure.
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2i.) People in exploited countries regain their self-determination
Why we need change
We made the people of third world countries dependent on us. Instead of helping them
support themselves, we made them our subjects and treat them as cheap labor.
Regardless of the consequences, both in terms of human life and nature.
People from former “third world countries” are supported in becoming independent from
other countries or organizations and in feeling recognized and worthy again.
Poverty does not exist anymore. As soon as people are self-aware and have learned how to
grow their own food – and how to organize things among themselves – peace will return to
the world.
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We love th example of “Voix Libres”
created by the wonderful Marianne Sebastien
One of the best examples is the Geneva-based organization Voix Libres,
which is working in Bolivia, in the Philippines as well as numerous other countries.
For over 25 years, more than 3 million women and children have been supported
in Bolivia. The organization stands for a new model of society:
It frees children from mines and tunnels, frees women from landfills,
and offers all women, who are willing to work, an interest-free micro credit
to earn their own living. Children are given food and drink, clothes,
a roof over their heads, and the opportunity to go to school or university
or to learn a job. Nobody is rejected.
Furthermore, all grateful beneficiaries are taught the art of permaculture
so that they can grow their own food (even at 4000 meters above sea level
and even in Winter, vegetables are successfully grown at Voix Libres in specially designed
greenhouses at 20 °). 20 beneficiaries are currently being
explicitly trained as lawyers, mainly to defend women from domestic violence in court.
Violent men, in turn, are trained by the beneficiaries to become ‘men of peace’.
Out of 2000 men trained in this way, only four have relapsed into their old habits.
One of the first rituals used is to wash their hands clean of all atrocities.
Voix Libres beneficiaries work closely with the military and offer conflict
resolution courses.
What is the secret of their success? The love and gratitude emanating
from all those people who have been freed from the clutches
of great poverty and exploitation, and given a new life.
Victims become leaders, the intention being that each beneficiary supports
another three people in need.
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3. PRODUCTION CIRCUITS / ECONOMY
The natural cycle:
What withers in autumn is
converted back into humus by the organisms in the soil, so that
healthy, nutrient-rich produce can grow again the following year.

3a.) Inspired by the “cradle-to-cradle” principle, what used to be considered “waste”
becomes a “nutrient” for new production cycles
Why we need change
Our consumer society is built on a materialistic neoliberal economic system, which needs the
egotism of the individual in order to satisfy its “growth compulsion”. As a result of this
system, there is more and more centralization, which destroys “small businesses” as well as
more and more human and natural coherences. This system is beginning to swallow
itself and with it humans and nature.
As long as we keep holding on to this neoliberal economic system, there is no chance of
turning the world around! Problems are getting worse every day. Here is a description of the
growing mountain of waste as an example:
On global average, each person “produces” 0.74 kilograms of waste a day. The amount
generally rises with increasing prosperity.
In Germany, around 320,000 disposable cups are used for coffee every hour.
In 2016, Germans generated around 700 kilograms of waste per person, including 38
kilograms of plastic packaging waste per person.
By 2015, more than 8.3 billion metric tons of plastic waste had been generated globally.
Around 9 percent of that was recycled, 12 percent incinerated and 79 percent disposed of in
the environment! All of this waste is now spreading increasingly across our entire planet in
the air, the water, the soil and even in living organisms from plants and animals to humans.
The total amount of plastic waste in the ocean is estimated at 86 million metric tons. Only 0.5
percent of that is believed to be floating on the surface of the sea. 39 percent are said to be
floating in the head of water or in the depths of the open sea. 33.7 percent lies spread across
the coasts and the seabed and 26.8 percent is said to be floating in coastal waters.
Every year, around 10 million metric tons of waste end up in the sea. About 75 percent of it is
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plastic.
Every year, around 1,000,000 sea birds and 135,000 marine mammals die from contact with
plastic waste. More than 600 marine species are harmed by plastic waste in the sea.
At least 15 percent of all species are in danger of ingesting or being strangled by plastic
parts.
A fulmar has an average of 34 plastic parts in its stomach that weigh 0.31 grams.
Researchers examined 38 different mineral waters and found microplastic particles in each
mineral water. ₄₅
Human stool samples were also examined. On average, 20 microplastics were found per 10
grams of stool.
Source: https://www.careelite.de/plastik-muell-akte/
The list of current waste dramas is endless.
In a new social system that is responsible for people and nature, consumer goods are only
bought if they are really needed. They are manufactured sustainably and last a very long
time, can be repaired and all parts are recyclable.
We remember the wisdom of our ancestors and learn already as children to produce our
own body care and cleaning products with natural ingredients.
Expendable goods such as cleaning agents, shampoos or body care products and their
packaging are made from naturally renewable raw materials and are highly compatible
with the ecosystems into which they enter after their use.
Consumer goods such as cars, washing machines and computers are made to be durable and
repairable from so-called “technical nutrients”. At the end of their life cycle, new devices are
manufactured using a recycling process, which has been well thought out beforehand and
which is gentle to people and nature.
Wherever possible, food is offered free of packaging or can be filled into containers that
have to be brought along.
All unavoidable packaging materials are recyclable, refillable or compostable.
Production is generally based on the “5R Principle”:
1. R-efuse, 2. R-educe, 3. R-euse, 4. R-epurpose, 5. R-ecycle
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THINK GLOBALLY,
BUY LOCALLY,
FOLLOW YOUR HEART

3b.) The longevity of devices is promoted and products are manufactured, so that they
have a 10-year guarantee and can be easily repaired
Why we need change
Premature aging of our devices: The majority of technical devices are produced
with “planned obsolescence” from the outset, i.e., with planned predetermined breaking
points that lead to an artificially induced, premature aging or the planned loss of function.
Frequent updates or other improvements – for example for smartphones – can also mean that
users are no longer satisfied with the functionality of their product and therefore want or
need to buy a new device.
The ecologically responsible production takes into account the origin of the materials, as well
as the human and mechanical labour input and the origin of the energy of all production
processes involved.
All equipment is optimised for quality and durability.
Every qualified craftsman will be able to repair these devices using the instructions
provided by the manufacturer.
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3c.) All foods find their consumers – they are no longer simply thrown away or burned
Why we need change
Around 821 million people around the world go hungry, which equates to 11 percent of the
world’s population. Every 10 seconds, a child dies of starvation. At the same time, around 1.3
billion metric tons of food are lost or wasted every year.
Source: https://www.careelite.de/welthunger-statistikenffekten/ Source : https://www.careelite.de/welthunger-statistiken-ffekten/
Wherever possible, farmers produce the food quantity agreed on with their customers.
Food that is not sold is given free of charge to those in need, to animals or is composted and
thus returned directly to the earth.

3d.) The goal of a company is no longer primarily profit, but the real satisfaction of
customers’ needs, the happiness of employees and the enduring health of the earth
Why we need change
Most people only work for a living, not because they find true satisfaction in their work. They
serve their employers more than they serve their own lives.
Most companies are only concerned with maximizing profit. In such “senseless” companies,
which are usually managed in a very hierarchical way,
even well-paid employees no longer feel comfortable.
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Man and nature are exploited without regard for the consequences of producing cheaply and
on mass – mostly those things that in the long run do not truly satisfy anybody anyway.
Companies are led by people who work together cooperatively, pursue the same vision and
maintain a good and respectful relationship with their customers, suppliers, other partners
and also with each other. They have one thing in common – the joy of their work and their
compassion for fellow human beings, all living beings and Mother Earth.
They act at eye level and trust each other. They develop and optimise their processes so that
they become more efficient and truly sustainable.
They respect the individual characteristics of each person and take them into account.
Hierarchy in the classical sense no longer exists. There are different areas of responsibility.
Everyone has a share in the success. As long as there is still money, the level of participation
is jointly agreed.

3e.) We support regional manufacturers by no longer importing products that can be
produced locally in sufficient quantities
Why we need change
Instead of buying locally and organically, most people prefer to shop
(ostensibly) cheaply in the large international and industrial supermarkets.
Yet this “cheap” way to consume harms their own health and the health of the
planet considerably.
In conventional production – especially in greenhouses –
pesticides and fertilizers are used, which cause the
food to lose much of its taste and nutritional value.
The wrong track: Garlic from China? Apples from New Zealand? Tomatoes from Spain? One
avocado a day from South America? Strawberries in Winter?
See also: https://www.careelite.de/saisonal-einkaufen/
Strictly, there is nothing bought or imported from producers who exploit people, animals
and nature. Products that have been treated with pesticides or are genetically modified are no
longer imported.
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3f.) Only small and medium-sized production and service companies are funded
Why we need change
Small and medium-sized companies suffer damage from the often unfair competition
with large transnational corporations. For example, supermarkets have ousted the small
neighborhood shops, agricultural giants have destroyed the livelihoods of many farmers,
discounters from various sectors have ruined countless small,
privately run regional traders, etc.
Production and sales in agriculture are hampered by increasingly restrictive norms
that sometimes border on absurdity.
For example, a farmer is no longer allowed to feed his pigs with waste from his household or
a restaurant if he wants to sell their meat, but he can feed them toxic feed containing, among
other things, the poison glyphosate.
Children no longer know what fresh cow’s milk or a ripe tomato truly tastes like.
The cheapest price is all that matters, including labor, because the exploitation
of workers is part of the equation for maximizing profit.
Discount chains and corporations are no longer needed and are therefore dissolved.
In the cities, food cooporatives and shopping groups are formed that purchase their
products directly from the craftsmen and from organic farms within the region.
Computer apps help to locate producers of specialties and organize joint deliveries.
More and more regional shops are being opened with predominantly local products.
People are producing transparently and in line with people’s needs. This establishes a
relationship to all living beings and to the foundations of life, to earth, water, the sun and
air, which are involved in the creation of the products.
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3g.) Research and development of renewable and sustainable energy on all levels
Why we need change
“150 years ago, the increasing demand for energy destroyed almost the entire
forest in Europe. Only the rapidly growing coal mining industry put a stop to it, followed by
the oil industry. It was with these fossil fuels that industrialization and thus modern world
economy was made possible in the first place. All life on earth has changed completely as a
result, both positively and negatively.
This artifice (delving?) into the limited treasure trove of Earth was necessary back then.
But we have missed the opportunity to build a new and sustainable future with the help
of this artifice into the treasury of fossil energies to this day.
Of course, there are now additional very sensible, alternative energies produced by sun,
wind, water, biomass, etc. Work is also being carried out in various places on techniques
of “free energy” that can be taken from a non-physical level.
But if we believe that these new forms of energy will save everything and that we can just
continue to be addicted to consumption, then that is very naïve indeed. The production of
alternative energies that also devour fossil fuels and raw materials
will soon come to an end, even with the use of new forms of energy.
This naive belief could be compared to a notorious smoker
who thinks that organic cigarettes protect him from cancer.
We have to be more honest and pragmatic with ourselves.
Anyone can, if they only wanted to, arrange their life using much less and more sustainable
energy. By reducing consumer goods, a very large amount of energy could be saved
everywhere. A lot of it has to do with where I set my priorities. “
(Uwe Burka)
A few thoughts about our dependence on electricity :
For several years, various media have repeatedly
written about the “impending danger of a mega blackout” – i.e., a long-term power outage.
While, less than 150 years ago, a power failure would hardly have made a relevant difference
on the earth, we have become fully dependent on electricity in this relatively short period of
time.
Let’s review our current life – what would happen if there was a sudden power cut?
What would the consequences be if supermarket doors could not be opened?
Have we thought about blocked digital payment methods? How long does food stay fresh in
industrial freezers and at home?
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Are we aware that heating water, drinking water and sewage are mostly transported by
electric pumps?
This list is endless! Even just a few days of power failure would turn the world into total
chaos with numerous casualties. If we also consider that almost all large and small power
supplies are electronically regulated via the Internet and that these control systems can be
attacked by hackers, then we can imagine how fragile our “modern” life truly is within this
particular consumer area, which most of us take for granted. Finally, with 5G, plans are also
being made to even control lamps, radiators, refrigerators, etc. via the Internet.
It makes sense to think about how each one of us can minimize our dependence on electricity
– as always, the best energy policy is saving. So far, however, this has hardly been talked
about, as no money can be made with that.
Saving energy is the best energy policy
Decentralized, self-sufficient power supply networks are refined and rolled out, with their
main functions being available independent of the Internet. Every village, every community
and every district can thus be self-sufficient with renewable energy.
In the near future, fossil fuels will cease to be used.
Patents relating to suppressed technologies and inventions that contribute to the solution of
energy problems and the healing of humans and the earth – for example of “Free Energy” –
are made available to humankind, further developed and put to good use.
3h.) Sustainable transport
Why we need change
The current legal situation – for example in the EU – means that the production of products is
connected with absurd transport routes: Raw materials from one country are processed in a
second country with low wages, sometimes components from a third country are added, then
these products are often packaged in a 4th country before they are transported back to the
first country for sale, etc.
Our own car is often preferred to public transport, as most of us only compare the fuel costs
with the bus and train tickets. This leads to the wider issue of private transport:
Higher environmental pollution through the production of vehicles, exploitation of the earth’s
natural resources through higher fuel consumption, air pollution, long transport routes for
fuel, increased fine dust pollution from tire abrasion, increased noise level, high individual
costs, higher risk of accidents, increased required space for storage.
Research into emission-free means of transport that are completely sustainable in their
production is encouraged.
On the outskirts of the cities there are free public parking lots with good connections to
public transport networks. Bike lanes and railway lines are being expanded and there are
numerous car-sharing initiatives.
Public transport will be offered for free.
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Here, too, the focus must be on the region. Production takes place locally, where we also
find our favorite service providers and our jobs. This way our transport needs are minimized.
We reduce commuting traffic, energy and need fewer cars. There is less noise, less pollution,
fewer traffic fatalities and less stress.
Here, too, the aforementioned “energy tax” will help to automatically minimize transport
routes in the transition phase.

3j.) Economy is based on fraternity and cooperation
Why we need change
Our economic systems are based on old theories that we find in today’s neoliberal theories
aiming to maximize profits as the only goal. However, studies show that after reaching a
certain threshold of prosperity, human happiness decouples this exponential curve of pursuit
of profit, and decreases. The staggering numbers of people with depression, burnout and
suicide are evidence of this.
The economy is put at the service of direct exchange once more. The economy serves to
satisfy each other’s needs. Companies see themselves as partners instead of
competitors. They thrive trough collaboration and cooperation.
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4. LIVING SPACES

Why we need change
While houses were built in harmony with their surroundings not so long ago, we mostly seem
to have lost the feel for the quality of a place.
Even in terms of interpersonal relationships, the harmony between people and their
environment is greatly reduced. Even the closest neighbors often no longer know each other
and do not exchange their know-how, services or human warmth.
Most building materials are toxic – houses can all too often be classified as “hazardous
waste”. When planning new buildings, we seem to have forgotten about ecology – which
means, in addition to other catastrophic side effects, the habitats of wild animals are also
massively restricted.
Under the pressure of intensive agriculture, prices for the surrounding land have risen, which
makes it difficult for farmers of small organic farms to get access to agricultural land
in order to set up their businesses.
NEW GREEN VILLAGES
Around existing town, new villages are emerging, where people are networking and working
together. This may include a restructuring of existing villages – a “greening” of old building
structures – or the ecological construction of new villages, whereby in each case the “genius
loci” has to be worked out – the quality of this particular place in interaction with its
surroundings and the human longing for beauty, as well as the geomantic characteristics of
the place.
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Here, communities of 100-150 people are formed. It is so pleasant to live in these eco-places
connected with nature, with their paradise-like garden landscapes and loving
neighbourhoods, that they attract a growing number of people who long for this harmony with
themselves and the living beings around them.
Housing, development of potential (forest kindergartens, places of learning, etc.), work,
culture and community take place in the neighbourhood. This strengthens the community,
decentralises cities and at the same time also promotes quality of life,
saves time and money and reduces traffic.
The architecture with sustainable building materials takes into account the experiences of
Feng-Shui, Wastu and healing geometry.
New buildings are constructed 100% according to ecological guidelines, as positive energy
houses or at least with minimal energy consumption and maximum water efficiency. This also
includes composting toilets.
For every new area built, an area of at least the same size is renaturalised, ensuring that at
least the same biodiversity can thrive there.
The New Villages consider the healing of the Earth as well as the build-up of humus among
their main tasks.
In and around these new villages, nutrient-rich vegetables, fruits, nuts and berries are
grown in healthy soil according to ecological guidelines, and then sold regionally or in the
village’s own organic food shop.
Besides providing food, the fields also contribute significantly to the production of building
materials like high-quality insulating materials such as hemp, flax and straw. If the geology
of the land is suitable, the excavated material of buildings or a bathing lake can be used as
earthen material for the construction of houses.
We propose that farmers make 5-20% of their agricultural land available to neighbourhood
communities in exchange for rent or labour to grow crops, plant community gardens or keep
animals.
Here In the new villages, people are trained to teach others about humus building,
composting and organic farming. Medicinal herbs are also grown for the healing rooms and
seminars are offered on how to make herbal medicine.
Springs and village fountains are considered special places that are made freely accessible to
all and are specially maintained and constantly tested to guarantee the purity of the water.
Geomantic “power places” are valued and support us to unfold.
Forest areas adjacent to the village are serving as recreational and healing spaces for the
people and are honored by them.
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As much as possible is shared, such as communal work spaces, common spaces for meeting
and cultural activities, agricultural equipment, tools, rarely used kitchen utensils, cars, etc.
People support each other, as was the case in the past, with harvesting work, building a
barn, etc., thus forging bonds of fraternity and solidarity. Both here in the countryside in the
villages and in the city, cooking and gardening groups are forming. The elders stay in the
community. The children and young people learn from their rich experience and in turn
inspire the adults.
To facilitate communication and administration within the village and the region,
the inhabitants are offered courses from the most successful communication methods – such
as non-violent communication, holocracy, sociocracy, Viable System Model (VSM) or
decision by consent – as well as courses on building a regional infrastructure.
The woofing principle makes it easy for people to work on organic farms around the world in
exchange for room and board, to learn local farming methods and cultural characteristics, and
to network.
It will be easy for people to start alternative housing projects – such as eco-communities,
tiny house settlements – or to live in a nomadic way.
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GREEN CITIES:
From now on we begin to intensively green our cities:
The old and new trees in cities filter toxic particulates, ensure a healthy microclimate, offer
shade and provide oxygen. The leaves serve as a nutrient to build humus in the city. The root
areas of existing trees are freed from asphalt and concrete.
“Urban gardening” transforms our cities into “edible cities”:
The cultivation of vegetables, fruits, berries and nuts and the keeping of bees within the
city, as well as growing flowering meadows, are encouraged – be it in parks, in former
industrial areas, in free urban spaces, in backyards, on roofs and balconies, on facades, in
vertical or raised beds along wide sidewalks.
Urban composting is organized in the same way as recycling. Residents are trained and
involved in maintenance resulting in joint projects such as a “cocott’arium” – a collective
chicken coop for recycling leftover food, producing fresh eggs and creating social
connections.
The large urban gardens contain their own restaurants or cafés offering fresh local and
regional organic produce.
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Residents of the city network with farmers to partner with them and supply themselves with
the products that cannot be produced in the city.
In both, the city and the countryside, “consumers” and farmers form purchasing groups or
what are called CSA communities – “Community Supported Agriculture” groups through
which every farmer receives the fixed monthly amount from the community that they need to
buy seeds, to till the fields, to harvest and process their produce and to be able to live well
with their family and animals. In return, each member of the community receives a sufficient
amount of seasonal produce.
Parents with large living spaces whose children have moved out and who are not already
providing their living space for non-profit purposes – such as courses or conferences – are
encouraged to rent their unoccupied living space to other people. In this way, new shared
apartments can be formed.

Co-working spaces invite networking and offer pleasant workplaces.
In the city and in the country, places of encounter are formed, like“repair cafés” in which
tinkerers or IT specialists repair broken devices or other things. Physical and digital “swap
cafés” make it easier to find or pass on used items, books or clothes. Knowledge exchange
networks facilitate the transfer of knowledge and the connection of global and local
initiatives, as well as finding and working out solutions among like-minded people.
You can find well-developed bike paths everywhere as well as car-sharing initiatives for
transport or trips to the country.
The villages of all regions are well connected to make their resources (means of production,
talents) available to each other or to exchange them.
Emphasis is given to ensure that each region can secure food, energy supply, administrative
matters and the basic needs of people.
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5. ADMINISTRATION
Why we need change
For a new, more humane society, we have to see through the fundamental existencethreatening system errors and work on overcoming them! In the following paragraph, basic
thoughts and tasks are briefly outlined which could lead us (regionally first) out of those
deadly growth and power pressures:
State, economy and money systems must serve human evolution and not the other way
around! The famous notions of “freedom, equality and fraternity” of the French Revolution
may help clarify this.
Community is part of economic life. How can we organize the economy in a way that is
“oriented toward the common good” or “community”? To satisfy each other’s needs as
“brothers and sisters”? In daily life we are already doing this today in terms of division of
labor; e.g., a truck driver does not usually transport goods for himself, but for his fellow
human beings.
Only in our minds and hearts we still work for our own wallets. The further a person moves
away from “real” economy, the more pronounced we find this self-related phenomenon. In
contrast, an economy based on community will be organized “associatively” in that
producers, service providers, dealers and consumers strive for a fair balance of interests. –
The economy is supposed to finance “free” cultural and educational development as well as
the “legally” regulating state, but not, as is so common today, intervene everywhere!
“Freedom” belongs to intellectual life, a life that is set free by “skill development” through
religion, creative education, research, the arts and independent journalism. As a result, our
cultural life can become more and more dynamic. – Economy and state will only arrive at a
truly “community” based economy and more humane “equal” legislation through this “free”
development of people!
“Equality” belongs to the legal system that is actually political. Do these establishments
really ensure the “same” civil rights today, a fair monetary and tax system, independent
news, independent risk assessments on pesticides, GENE plants, vaccines, 5G, etc.; protection
against price-driving speculation with real estate, companies, land, water, IT networks, etc.?
Probably not. – The state should set “equal” and natural framework conditions for “free”
cultural and educational development as well as commercial life in “community”, but not
intervene as is common today!
Fundamental re-thinking, re-feeling and re-doing is required in order to reorganize and heal
social life in these three areas.
(Uwe Burka)
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Personal words from Catharina
First of all, here is a short personal observation by Catharina on the topic: I admit at this
point that – before I answered the call to initiate this “New Earth Manifesto” – I never
wanted to deal with politics. Every time I listened to a parliamentary debate, I felt a sense of
resentment and hopelessness.
A reluctance to listen to mainly accusations from one party against the other in these
parliamentary debates – which were rarely about finding a concrete solution to one of the
many problems that needed the full attention of all involved at the time.
I felt hopeless mainly because, personally, I saw there was hardly any possibility to
approach parties with ideas or observations and actually be heard, let alone get real
answers. I experienced a personal low point in 2019 when – alarmed by research results on
the subject of 5G – I tried to make numerous politicians aware of the various dangers of this
technology. What I got back at the time were ready-made reassuring responses that were
barely distinguishable in wording from party to party and that did not
specifically address my questions on any point. In addition, I had already guessed some of the
answers and provided them with the current correct numbers and information in my letters,
which did not match the answers I got back from the parties at all.
When I observed what little influence committed initiatives for the protection of people or
nature actually have in practical terms, this also aroused a feeling of powerlessness within
me, spiced with the dull feeling
that our laws, taxes, regulations and bureaucratic confusions are so complex that they cannot
be understood by a “normal person”. So, in turn most people would rather obey and pay than
try to shed light on this fog of political hierarchy and administration.
To cut a long story short, I see the following issues that should be addressed immediately:
The power is in the wrong hands and needs to be returned to where it should be in the first
instance: with us humans.
Time, energy and zest for life is lost in inter-party conflicts AGAINST the other party, which
could really be better invested in solving a problem FOR the common good. Therefore, there
should be no parties.
We urgently need transparency in order to reawaken people’s sense of personal
responsibility and joy in directly helping to shape their lives: easy to understand laws /
precepts, clear and simple structures, transparency about political movements and
elimination of lobbying.
We humans need the opportunity to personally and actively get involved in political events at
any time.
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A new form of stewardship is emerging,
inspired by the intelligence of nature, biomimicry
and in resonance with the
universal principles of nature
Die Universellen Prinzipien
1. The principle of MENTALISM
This first Hermetic principle states that everything is spirit.
The origin of all matter and all manifestations of life is therefore in spirit,
in pure energy, matter is spirit made visible. We shape our reality with our thoughts and
feelings. Every thought is therefore a process of creation,
it “in-forms”, i.e. it brings into form. For you, this means quite practically that you can
recognise physical reality as a mirror of your inner mental state.
By doing this, you will experience yourself as the creator of your reality
and can begin to take responsibility.
You will no longer react to something seemingly independent of you,
but will know that everything you encounter has to do with you in its origin.
“The universe is spirit, the universe is spiritual.”
Kybalion
2. The principle of VIBRATION
Everything in our universe is in constant motion, in vibration.
Even seemingly solid things are in truth not solid, but in constant vibration
on a subatomic level – quantum physics speaks of “moving vibrating strings”.
The pure spirit, pure love has the highest of all vibrational frequencies
– it is said that its vibrational state is so high that it practically equals
that of rest, just as a rapidly turning wheel also appears motionless.
At the other end of the scale are the gross forms of matter whose vibration
is so slow that it appears to be at rest.
Between these poles there are innumerable different degrees of vibration.
In your body, too, every atom, every cell, every organ has a specific
frequency of vibration. Every thought you have, every emotion
you feel and every action you perform has a vibrational frequency
that has a strong influence on you and your life.
Since love has the highest of all vibrational frequencies,
the easiest way to raise your vibrational frequency
is to practice loving yourself and everything that is in this moment.
“Nothing rests; everything moves; everything vibrates.”
The Kybalion
3. The principle of RESONANCE
This principle is often referred to as the “Law of Attraction”.
It states that everything that has a similar vibrational frequency
or “wavelength” is attracted to each other.
There is nothing in our lives that has nothing to do with us.
Everything we experience, everything we encounter, we have called into our lives.
For like a radio station, we send the “vibrational information” of our thoughts
and feelings into the universe at every moment of our lives,
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thereby drawing into our lives what is in “tune” with our vibrational frequency.
When you understand this, you will take full responsibility for your life
and become a conscious creator of your reality.
So if you want to change your outer world,
the first thing to do is to change your inner world.
“As above, so below; as below, so above.”
The Kybalion
4. The principle of POLARITY
This principle describes the duality of all things.
Everything in the world of phenomena has two poles. No pole can exist
without its opposite. All apparent opposites are only the extremes of one
and the same thing. For example, “heat” and “cold” are simply two subjective
sensations of “temperature”. One cannot say that heat ends here
and cold begins there. The two merge into each other.
The apparent opposites touch each other.
Polarity can show us many things: You can only experience the light
if you know the darkness.
One’s own opinions – views and standpoints are never absolute
and always contain the opposite within them. By changing your point of view,
something that was previously considered negative can now appear as something positive.
Everything is relative. It is our thinking that decides
what we evaluate and how. We can change our evaluation at any moment.
Everything is twofold; everything has two poles; equal and unequal are the same;
“All truths are only half truths; all contradictions can be reconciled.”
The Kybalion
5. The principle of RHTYHM
Everything in the world of phenomena is subject to change,
a constant rhythmic change from one pole to the other pole.
“The only constant in the universe is change”, wrote Heraclitus.
We breathe in – we breathe out. Life comes into being and life passes away.
Cultures appear – cultures pass away. Mother Earth shows us this principle
every day from morning to evening and again in the morning and evening,
she shows it to us in the course of the in the rhythm of the seasons,
in ebb and flow, in every birth and in every death.
This principle can teach us to pay attention to the right time
for an undertaking. At the same time, we can learn to find our centre
in all the “ups” and “downs” of our lives and become conscious
observers of this cosmic dance instead of seeing ourselves
as victims of ever-changing circumstances.
“Everything flows; out and in; everything has its tides;
everything rises and falls,
the swing of the pendulum expresses itself in everything;
the swing of the pendulum to the right
is the measure of the swing to the left; rhythm balances.”
The Kybalion
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6. The Principle of CAUSE AND EFFECT.
Every effect has a cause which produced it. An action is followed by a re-action. Nothing
happens by chance. To call something “accidental” is simply to say
that you do not know the cause that brought about that event.
For everything you experience, you yourself have set
the corresponding cause. This is what other cultures like to call “karma”.
For me, karma means that we gain knowledge through the event
we have caused and learn to see things from a different perspective.
By becoming aware of the hermetic law of cause and effect,
you develop a heightened awareness of the things you send
out into the world. You now encounter your thoughts, feelings,
words and deeds more consciously. Experiencing and perceiving
the effects in your life also becomes clearer.
You realise that everything serves you well and promotes your development.
When you have become aware of this principle, from now on
you will pay attention to setting the causes through your words,
feelings and actions that will bring about the effects you desire in your future
“Every cause has its effect, every effect its cause,
everything happens according to law, coincidence
is only the name for an unknown law.
There are many levels of causation, but nothing escapes the law.”
The Kybalion
7. the principle of GENDER
The principle of gender states that everything has masculine and feminine
qualities in it. Yin and Yang. This is not only about human beings,
but about all being from living beings to things and into the spiritual realm.
The male principle is: the idea, the will, the active, the giving, the directional.
The female principle is: the accepting, the receiving, the executing, the passive.
In order to create, male and female parts must always come together.
“Gender is in everything; everything has its masculine and feminine
and its feminine principle;
Gender reveals itself on all levels.”
The Kybalion
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5a.) In order to avoid lobbying in politics, a new, transparent form of administration is
needed
An administration in which a party system is obsolete.
Positions are held by people who have proven in the past that they are not only highly
competent and responsible, but also capable of thinking beyond their actual area of expertise
while having demonstrated that they are lovingly concerned about the well-being and health
of all life.
Each elected representative serves the will of the people. There is no special financial
incentive to become a representative of the people.
A working group ensures that there can be no abuse of power.
There is transparency for all about every action relevant to all people that is carried out by
the elected or selected representatives.
Every representative of the people takes personal responsibility for their actions. This
prevents laws being passed which only benefit the economy, but harm the basis of life, plants,
animals or people.
At the same time, every representative of the people who has this great responsibility is
supported by “Councils of Wise Ones”.
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5b.) There is a “Council of Wise Ones” for every important topic
The “Councils of Wise Ones” are composed of committed and competent women and men
for whom the well-being of all life is the basis of their thoughts and actions. These people
remain and live up to their responsibility, even “when the house is on fire”.
Its members represent the diversity of the community. People of all ages and life
experiences, thinkers and practitioners who are able to address the challenges and solutions of
each population group.
They are formed around relevant topics such as agriculture, energy, health, transport,
development of potential, peace, etc.

5c.) The Constitution of the New Earth
The first task of each “Council of Wise Ones” is to write the proposal for a constitution that
is based on the universal principles of nature and equally respects people and nature. The
people of the country vote on this constitution.
The “New Earth Manifesto” may serve as the basis for this new constitution.
5d.) Everyone can actively shape their region, their country and the New Earth
All regions of the Earth are healthy and full of beauty.
No one has to leave their home anymore because of war,
pollution, poverty, slavery or for economic reasons.
Our vision is that one day there will be no more borders,
because we understand that planet Earth cares for all of us –
and we are all part of the human family.
Every resident of a country is invited to contribute their constructive ideas and express
their wishes on all important issues. We are moving from a democracy of delegation to an
active system of cooperation and engagement. Thus, everyone has the opportunity to find out
via a digital platform what the “Councils of Wise Ones” are currently engaged in and has the
ability to contribute constructively and actively.
5e.) The administration of villages, regions and country is structured simply, clearly and
efficiently
Already at the local level there is a “Council of Wise Ones” for every relevant topic in life.
These “Councils of Wise Ones” are in close communication with the population and with
the “Councils of Wise Ones” in the large regions.
The “Councils of Wise Ones” in the large regions are in close communication with the
“Councils of Wise Ones” of the country.
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5f.) A participatory culture of decision making
For this purpose, existing models of decision making such as sociocracy, holacracy and
Yamagishi Kai, Dragon Dreaming oder Viable System Model (VSM) are being tested in
practice and developed further.
Both in the decision making process and in the practical implementation of the decision, the
guiding principle is always applied:
Each of our actions and every law is always
oriented toward the good of all life
– in respect, compassion and mindfulness for the earth and its diversity.
In Love – Truth – Freedom – Equality – Fraternity – Peace
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6. LEGAL ORDER AND PEACEKEEPERS

The new legal system integrates the universal principles of nature
and forms the structure for
a new healthy and just social organism
in which people and nature are equally respected.
Why we need change
Nowadays, our legal system and our state represent the interests of their affiliated
multinational companies rather than being concerned about the well-being of their people.
In doing so, the state massively supports the tendency toward unchecked, steadily growing
consumption and the utilization or exploitation of nature.
As soon as the legal system puts the well-being of its residents first, even the most aggressive
country will lose its reasons for attack. This means that countries
can no longer be humiliated by economic, social and ecological exploitation
and they no longer connect with aggressively threatening countries.
6a.) The legal system serves the entire living organism of the Earth
It harmonizes the various interests and ever-new life impulses.
For example, it is ensured that the interests of the economy or the development of potential
are not pursued at the expense of nature.
Legal life ensures that all people – regardless of gender, skin color, sexual, intellectual or
spiritual orientation – always have equal rights and opportunities.
Furthermore, it ensures a healthy relationship between economy and health, development of
potential and living spaces.
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6b.) The new precepts are clearly structured, simply written and easy to understand
They are based on the new constitution and are written by a special “Council of Wise
Ones”, which is in close communication with all other thematically specialized “Councils of
Wise Ones”, and then submitted to the sovereign people of the country for a vote.
6c.) The guardians of law – formerly policemen – in the service of life
The guardians of the law assume their role as friends and helpers – of people, animals,
plants, water, air, landscapes, forests and soil – and support the rebuilding of all areas of life.
They are at the service of the constitution and laws decided by the sovereign people.
Both the guardians of the law and the guardians of peace (see next point) are in the service of
life and complete the courses for a new consciousness, as well as special additional training
in non-violent communication, peacekeeping, mediation and the like, thus developing skills
and becoming more open to social and global challenges.
6d.) The peacekeepers – formerly military – in the service for peace
There is no way to peace, because peace is the way.
Mahatma Gandhi
Once we have achieved a new consciousness for life,
we direct our hearts and minds, all our actions, all our “institutions”…
towards peace.
The peacekeepers help build humanitarian, social and ecological structures worldwide
during the transition phase.
There are no more armed missions in foreign countries.
Peacekeepers do not respond to violence with force, but with wisdom, inner strength and
compassion and support a fair balance of interests.
Should peacekeepers in the transition phase still be called upon to do something that, to their
moral or ethical sensibilities, is not just, not justifiable or not in the best interests of all life,
then they may communicate this openly. Their concerns will be heard and an improvement
worked out together. If no consensus can be found, they are free not to participate further in
this operation.
With the disappearance of borders, weapons of mass destruction become obsolete as planet
Earth is recognised as the home of all people.
The weapons that were once used to destroy a region are now recycled and the equipment
made from them is used to rebuild the same region.
Truly fulfilled people do not crave for more land or power
or feel the need to rule over anyone.
Peace is restored.
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6e.) Peace in conflicts
The pacification of conflicts is also about identifying and healing the causes of the conflict
or the act. Techniques such as mediation, family constellations and forgiveness rituals such as
Ho’oponopono etc. are used for this purpose.
6f.) Potential development centres instead of prisons
Centers for the development of potential are established where people
who have committed criminal acts undergo an intensive healing program
for resocialization.
Activities such as creative arts, handicraft, meditation and other spiritual practices, courses in
non-violent communication and inner peace, social services, theatre, dance or music
enable them to remember their good qualities as human beings and to express the best in
them. At the same time, they are offered the opportunity to pass on knowledge and beneficial
skills to others, thereby strengthening self-confidence and self-esteem.
In the fields and forest gardens around these potential development centres, fruits and
vegetables are grown by the people in the center and can be used to supply not only the
centres themselves but also the surrounding communities. The promotion of habitat and
biodiversity is at the centre of thought and action. Contact with and care for animals makes it
possible to get back in touch with feelings.
A good example of the wonderful healing power of applied creativity is provided, for
example, by this video of a prison in the Philippines where dance was offered to the inmates.
The level of violence dropped to almost 0% in a very short time, and the prison cells were
able to stay open inside the prison.
Here you can read about how Dr.Hew Len used his method
developed his method “Ho-oponopono”:

Hóoponopono
How Dr Len “found” Hóoponopono:
There were 30 mentally ill prisoners in the ward who were so difficult that there was a
constant shortage of staff. None of the staff could stand it for long.
Dr. Len had only been willing to take over the ward on the condition
if he was allowed to work according to his methods.
He had all the medical records given to him to read through several times a day.
Whenever he resonated with negative feelings like anger, hatred, incomprehension, etc,
he would ask himself this question:
What is it in me that I get in touch with these feelings and encounter them in my life?
and encounter them in my life?
Several times a day he spoke the following four sentences.
I am sorry (I accept the problem).
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Please forgive me (if I have hurt you or others consciously or unconsciously).
I love you (I love myself and you unconditionally. I see the divine in you).
Thank you (for allowing me to recognise and heal the problem).
In this way he cleansed everything negative in his heart and in his consciousness.
After 18 months, the whole situation on the ward improved.
After 4 years, 28 of the 30 inmates were discharged cured,
although Dr.Len had never had any personal conversations with them.
.
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7. MONETARY SYSTEM
True fulfilment does not come
from external sources or can be bought with money,
but comes from a deep connection with other beings and the Earth.
From an inner focus on our purpose in life,
It comes from living with an open heart.
and from the joy of giving.
Our focus has changed from making money to living a meaningful life,
which is oriented towards the well-being of all life.

Franz Hörmann about money and transformation:
The monetary system as a lever of social transformation
Throughout several millennia, “money” was understood and used as a means of exchange
and store of value. The economic “natural law of supply and demand” was neither
questioned nor understood in its effect: As every economist knows today, goods that meet
demand or are available in abundance have no economic value. Economics is the optimal use
of scarce resources. So as long as economists control human society, we will continue to live
in scarcity, because only scarcity assigns value to goods according to this dogma. However,
the rule of “supply and demand” is only a euphemism (a euphemism) of bribery and
extortion: Needy people are blackmailed, while wealthy people are bribed. Blackmail and
bribery are thus not morally reprehensible characteristics of weak people but the logical
consequence of the “economic law of supply and demand”.
A “store of value” offers the incentive to be hoarded, which leads to scarcity and thus to a
further increase in its value. A “medium of exchange”, on the other hand, leads to the fact
that we have transformed our society into a zero-sum game in terms of game theory. Gametheoretically, this means that from then on we will only lie to each other, because everyone
who communicates honestly puts himself at a disadvantage in this game. We can see this best
in the card game of poker: The Winner takes it All, is the supreme rule here. The players
place bets and the winner not only gets his own bet back, but also the bets of all the other
players as his winnings. We also know today how to get the best odds in poker, either by
having a “poker face” (not giving out information) or by “bluffing” (deliberately deceiving
the other players). However, in a society where information and its comprehensive sharing
would contribute to the best development for all, a zero-sum game therefore leads to
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“systemic lies”, scarcity of information (“information as a commodity”) and thus to an
impediment to the healthy development of the individual and the achievement of the maximum
common good.
It would therefore make sense to introduce “money” as a mere measure of value, to abolish
“means of exchange and measure of value”. Even today, money on deposit is only created by
commercial banks as a loan (“out of thin air”) (booking record “claim on demand deposit”,
balance sheet extension at the bank instead of an asset exchange, which would be necessary
for a loan with asset surrender). This creation of a DOUBLE DEBT (on the one hand for the
borrower, but on the other hand also for the bank – demand deposits are ALWAYS bank
liabilities!) is ultimately also the essential cause for the periodic collapse of our interestbearing debt money system.
“Money as a measure of value”, on the other hand, works differently. It is always created for
the service provider (accounting record “cash to income”) by a “customer” “paying” for the
service, but no material units are passed on (= zero-sum game), but only new money (which
represents a positive value and no longer a debt!) is created for the service provider. Money
creation through performance for the performer instead of money creation as a double debt
by a (pretended!) creditor (the credit money-creating bank).
Even in today’s economic theory, the “price” fulfils two completely different functions on the
producer’s and the customer’s side, which are only disguised by the fact that apparently
uniform (gold) “pieces” are passed on here. The service provider should always be paid
securely and fairly for his honest service, without having to deal with the unwillingness or
inability of his customers to pay (through collection procedures, dunning lawsuits, etc.). If
quantity and quality correspond to the customer’s wishes, he is ALWAYS to be paid for it in
FULL (entry: “cash to revenue from service rendered”).
On the customer side, however, the price has a completely different function. The customer
price is only intended to distribute the excessively high demand in the event that the supply is
too low compared to the demand (usually in the form of an auction, for example). Then only
the highest-bidding customers receive the goods, all others go away empty-handed. If,
however, the same units of payment are involved on both the customer and producer sides,
this naturally creates a motivation for the producer to reduce supply in order to increase the
(received) price. This system therefore leads to shortages in society in the long run.
If, however, the producer is always reliably paid by freshly created payment units, this
scarcity motivation no longer exists. An auction will then only take place on the customer
side, only in the case that demand exceeds supply. In this case, the “means of payment” are
destroyed for the customers on their accounts (entry “expenditure for scarce consumption at
cash desk”). However, in those cases where the supply corresponds to the demand, i.e. all
customers in the catchment area can be reliably supplied, this “money destruction entry” is
omitted, i.e. the customers then consume for free, while the producers are still reliably paid
(through the money creation entry).
The price level can, for example, be decided and publicly announced in the decision-making
bodies of the smallest political units (district council in cities or municipal council in rural
communities).
This system is also called “information money” (http://www.informationsgeld.info). It is no
longer “money in the true sense” (i.e. as a store of value and a medium of exchange) but it
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only represents the yardstick for activities considered useful by a community (as a positive
motivating factor). In the information money system, this “money” will no longer be needed
by consumers when all people in this community are already completely adequately supplied,
i.e. when capacities and needs are aligned with each other. The free consumption that will
then take place is the motivating factor for this development.
However, a start could also be made today, in the existing political system. For example,
services in the field of health or education could be “paid for” by “creating money” for both
healers and patients (booking “cash to service income”), because a cure can only take place
if the patient behaves accordingly, i.e. actively contributes to this cure. The objective proof of
an improvement in health thus “enriches” the healed as well as the healer, we simply make
the positive values of our society (improvement of health) visible on our accounts too. We do
the same in education: Pupils and teachers jointly create “money” when there is proven
educational success.
In this way, the areas of “education” and “health” could already be converted to selffinancing. They would thus be removed from the responsibility of a “finance minister” and
could no longer be affected by “austerity measures”, under which title most people are still
deprived of health and education today as a result of a wrong understanding of money.
When people experience that they can also become “financially richer” by improving their
health and education, that prosperity can arise without having to reduce other values to the
same extent as in the philosophy of the zero-sum game, then mutual help and honest
communication will also immediately re-establish themselves because the egoistic incentive of
the materialistic zero-sum game will no longer apply and the first step into the postmaterialistic society will have been taken!
Franz Hörmann
In the transition phase, a new financial architecture is developed.
For this purpose, currency systems that are in development or are already being developed are
tested regionally. Together with regional producers, craftsmen, service providers and
consumers, these will be further developed until a well-functioning system is found
that can also be easily applied supraregionally.
This new financial architecture will ensure the regeneration of the planet and the livelihoods
of all beings through money creation that is decoupled from an interest and debt system:
healthy food, health, culture and knowledge, a dignified activity.
7a.) We are introducing a new monetary system
Why we need change
Today it is essential to question our monetary monoculture,
which is based on growing indebtedness, the logic of which requires, on the one
hand, considering only that which generates financial profit to be wealth –
even if this destroys social ties and natural ecosystems – and, on the
other, making the economy structurally dependent on infinite growth. Today’s monetary
system has brought material comfort unparalleled in human history, but it also causes
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the breakdown of life through intolerable social inequalities.
Furthermore, money is created out of nothing. 70 times more ‘speculative money’ is in
circulation than money that has actually been earned. This system, based on debt, cannot last
in the long run.
A new “serving” full money – as cash and clearing system – gets a real measure of value, for
example aligned to a defined organic food basket.
The money supply is controlled in such a way that the food basket, once defined, always
keeps the same price, so there is no more inflation or deflation.
Interest on loans and credit balances as well as speculation are abolished after the
transition phase.
A model for testing future money creation is presented by the Gradido system:
Here, money creation follows simple rules. A good sum of money is created for each person
every month.
One third of the money created is used for a basic income for this person (see chapter 7.c.).
The second third is for the community and administration. For the healing rooms, the
places of learning, the universities, road construction, etc.
This also means that no more taxes have to be paid.
The third third goes into the renaturation, healing and preservation of our environment.
Nature and environmental protection thus become a flourishing “branch of industry”.
The new monetary system is oriented towards the natural cycle of growth and decay.
Thus, an ideal percentage is also found by which the money supply is reduced every year. So
it makes no sense to hoard money, it is better to keep it in constant motion, to lend it, to
participate in projects or to give it away.
Everyone is provided for at all times. So there is no need to accumulate money to prevent bad
times.
The priority in our new culture is the health and the development of people’s potential. In
our culture, money only serves as a real means of exchange, loan and donation for the needs
of living beings.
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7b.) Intelligent “taxes”
No human being pays taxes or social contributions any more, because with his second third
of the money created, administration & Co. are already financed (see 7a.).
In the transition phase, production companies whose activities harm people, animals, plants
and livelihoods pay regeneration taxes that serve to heal and rebuild.

7c.) Basic Income
Every person, regardless of age, is entitled to an unconditional basic income.
This covers the basic maintenance costs and enables a dignified life.
The Basic Income is based on the principle of give and take. Every person is free to contribute
to the common good according to his or her nature. For example, some people like to work in
nature regeneration projects, with people in need, in administration, in road construction or
the development of a community square. Others bake bread, make music or develop new
designs or life-enhancing technologies that serve the community.
All activities foster a sense of doing something truly meaningful, of being useful, and
strengthen a sense of connection and solidarity between all beings.
Other people prefer to “put all their time into their professional activities. Because they earn
more there, because they are needed more there, because it is more fun for them or for
whatever reason. Everyone is free to choose.” (Gradido)
If necessary, more hours are credited for “unpleasant work”.
“Since money is in overflowing abundance,
“it has become less important. We have all become more generous
and have enormous fun in giving!”
(Gradido)
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7d.) The land can only belong to the Earth herself
We did not inherit the earth from our ancestors,
rather, we have borrowed it from our children.
Indian Proverb
Why we need change
Hardly any – misunderstood – phrase has contributed to more destruction than the phrase
“subdue the earth”.
In the last few centuries, our mind has been trained more and more
to disassociate from nature and to align with exploitation and profit maximization.
This has led to the fact that, instead of being custodians of a place, we have made that place
our subject. Regardless of all living beings that
may have had their home there for hundreds of years – we have exploited the
land, destroyed the humus, covered the earth with concrete, poisoned the soil and water, etc.
The blind race for profit and material “prosperity” has pushed us to stop listening to the
earth and feeling part of it.
We are now invited to learn from our brothers and sisters of indigenous peoples
who have kept this connection to the earth sacred to this day,
and to become guardians of the Earth ourselves.
Land cannot belong to anyone and therefore it can no longer be speculated with. The land is
the basis of life for all of us.
Land ownership gets a completely new definition: with it, we have a fair stewardship right
over this piece of land.
We take responsibility for it, perceive ourselves as loving and mindful custodians of this
patch of earth and protect, regenerate and care for this place.
Animals, plants and the organism soil have just as much a natural "right" to live
healthily in this place as humans.
Above a size that has yet to be determined, all land is transferred to foundations “for the
liberation of the soil” (e.g. land owned by corporations).
The local “Councils of Wise Ones” decide with the board of trustees which humus and
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society-building projects, such as community gardens or orchards, shall be implemented
there.
At least 10% of each piece of land is given back to nature and its beings after it has been
made fertile again where humankind no longer intervenes in the natural order.
7e.) Protected livelihoods
Companies, streets, springs, raw material deposits, rental houses, etc. are the basis of life and
the economy – and no longer commercial objects that make our lives expensive and
manipulable.
We ourselves find legal forms that protect those “common goods”.
7f.) Crowdfunding und „Open Source“
Large crowdfunding / crowd investing platforms make it easier for entrepreneurs to obtain the
funds for their projects and to be in contact with their sponsors.
Other platforms offer courses, images, films, software etc. in “open source”, which, as the
name suggests, can be freely used by everyone.
In this way, creative works and new inventions can be quickly spread around the world.
Donations are also gladly left here for the creators.
“Donating is easy for us. And then there is the feeling of happiness
of having helped others.”
(Gradido)
The use of money is seen
in an increasingly
🤸 playful way.
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8. MEDIA

Why we need change
The problem is clearly unfolding right in front of all of our eyes.
The media have enormous power over the thought process of those people who
fundamentally refrain from questioning the content of the media.
Even at school we learn that we will only be rewarded if we can accurately reproduce
what is already written in the textbooks.
Thinking for oneself or outside the box is never rewarded at school.
The media has become a powerful political tool.
In an “information war” the media can be used as a weapon
to spread deliberately one-sided information and to refer to the opinion
of the “opponent” as false. In this way, the media can create
a new apparent “reality” for entire countries and cultures.
PS: Please do not automatically believe what you have read or will read here,
but research for yourself and practice listening to the intelligence of your own heart.
Freedom of the press, diversity of opinion and independent reporting
are once again the focus of the mission.
The media are called upon to be carriers of positive solutions
for the transformation on Earth and the regeneration of life,
as well as to report on successful projects and solutions.
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8a.) Media houses and journalists are financially independent and free
Why we need change
Mainstream media is currently still (as of June 2022)) ruled to a high degree by a small
group of media concerns. These media concerns are closely related to politics and
economy and determine the content that is presented to us and sold as reality.
In addition, much of the income from advertising placements is generated by corporations
that then also have an influence on what is written or shown.
No media will write about or report on something that contradicts the agenda of its
bankrollers if it does not want the money tap to be turned off.
In this way, a small group of people manage to manipulate thoughts
and destinies worldwide.
“The media is an essential part of a free spiritual life: Only if we are informed about things,
can we come to our own conclusions and claim our self-determination in the
world. Therefore, any influence on media freedom by the economy, for example to obtain
commercial advantages, and by the legal system, for example to conceal oppositional
thoughts, is a danger to our own independence and sovereignty.”
(Uwe Burka)
In the future, the media will be independent from the economy and the state. Because if the
economy controls the media, it is harnessed and used for the purposes of commerce. Likewise,
if the state controls the press, it “dances to its tune”, the tune of the ruling government
parties.
The task of the media is to disseminate information and solutions,
to help people come into their full potential.
If media houses receive, in the transition phase, financial support from the economy or
politics, they must officially disclose its source. This provides clarity as to whom – which
investor, financier – the content of the newspaper articles, radio or television programs may
be of service to.
Journalists are free and have no financial or ideological dependency on any newspaper,
broadcaster or Internet portal. They are funded by culture and can work for multiple media
organizations at the same time.
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8b.) Freedom of the press, diversity of opinion, independent reporting and transparency
Why we need change
Diversity of opinion, especially the publication of system-critical voices, is
extremely important in order to prevent an opinion dictatorship and to allow readers and
viewers to have a wide range of perspectives, facts, visions and experiences on a certain
topic.
In 2020, a global wave of censorship – unprecedented in the history of our civilization so
far – and virtually throughout all main media outlets across the entire world began:
Critics of the measures promoted by the mainstream media were blatantly branded and
denounced.
On the social media platforms founded by “Big Tech”, such as Facebook, Twitter and
YouTube, tens of thousands of channels and profiles of people with opposing opinions to the
mainstream narrative were deleted, millions of postings were removed and thousands of
scientists were publicly denounced. Many of them also lost their jobs as a result.
For this purpose, algorithms were used that automatically delete a message if it contains
content that defies the mainstream narrative.
At the same time, so-called “fact-checker” platforms were set up, which in turn are financed
by the same bodies that also finance the mainstream media.
This has led to an enormous division within society, even within families.
Finding information from more than one source is the order of the day. Usually, the
differences on a particular topic say more than the similarities.
During the “Corona crisis” we became increasingly aware that the media has the power to
massively manipulate people. Therefore, there must be no more unilateral manipulative
and destructive propaganda or censorship.
Finding information from more than one source is fundamental because the different
perspectives on a topic usually give us more insight than we gain by reading similar articles.
Hearing different opinions and weighing them against our own experience and perception
trains our minds and can expand our worldview enormously.
Journalists remember their responsibility in forming opinions and prove themselves
worthy of it. If they state their own opinion, this has to be clearly marked as such. “Facts”
can be checked, sources are communicated transparently.
Diversity of opinion and different points of view are valued.
Truly investigative journalists are valued: People who are courageous and curious to
uncover irregularities, do in-depth research, get an on-site picture and, ideally, also document
possible solutions.
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8c.) The media actively participates in the dissemination of positive solutions and
encourages living in personal responsibility
Why we need change
Since it was often essential for survival in the history of humankind to pay more attention to
threats than to good things in life, our brain is programmed to give more meaning to threats,
scares and negative messages.
Therefore, the media soon recognized that negative headlines, horror reports about diseases,
disasters, murders, terror attacks and wars increase viewing figures.
This in turn leads to the fact that the world, and humanity as a whole, are portrayed in a
rather
gloomy light which is stored in our subconscious as a false picture of “reality”.
A reality which is designed to create a fear response in our system.
Fear, on the other hand, not only damages our immune system, it also adversely
affects our ability to think clearly and to make healthy decisions. Anxiety and stress can lead
to chronic panic or depression and can make us sick in the long run.
As unconscious creative beings, we then create a gloomy reality out of these “negative”
programs ourselves.
A perpetual cycle that – from now on – is being interrupted by a positive, wholesome view of
the world and its people that is also conveyed by the media!
State support is only given to media that refrain from reporting luridly about dangers,
catastrophes, accidents or crime, but rather report about positive events, successful projects
and solutions.
During the annual flu season or potential pandemics, information on strengthening the
immune system, prevention and healing is communicated. In addition, opinions and advice,
warnings and healing successes from competent and independent doctors, virologists,
immunologists, etc. are incorporated.
8d.) Young people are encouraged not to blindly believe public or social media, but to
form their own opinions
Why we need change
Our school system has been conditioning young people by rewarding them with a feeling of
recognition and integration into the community when they reproduce broadly and flawlessly
what the “curriculum” dictates.
A critical attitude toward these school media, in turn, is
punished with poor grades.
This has been so deeply programmed into the minds of most children
that later on as adults they can only break through the wall of the mainstream media
narrative with conscious effort.
A child can only reach a higher level of consciousness if it develops an awareness of its
thinking processes and critically questions its own thoughts.
We should therefore support our children in not accepting anything as a fixed reality – and
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especially not what they hear in the media. They are encouraged to listen to a wide variety of
opinions, tune into the intelligence of their heart, trust their own feelings, and do a reality
check in their own life.
Subsequently, children will ideally be able to recognize themselves as being pure, formless
consciousness.
Media reports are always questioned:
From what perspective and with what intention is something written? What does this media
want me to believe & cui bono – whom does it serve if I believe this? Which worldview is
this article trying to underpin? Is the post trying to activate emotions? What other
publications by the author are available? Which institutions is the author close to? By whom
is the author funded?
What does my common sense say, what does the intelligence of my heart tell me?

8e.) Social media platforms
Why we need change
In principle, social media platforms can be seen as a wonderful achievement that enables
people to connect with others worldwide, make their talents visible, offer their gifts or make
their knowledge available to many people.
But as the well-known example with the kitchen knife shows:
You can prepare a wonderful meal with a knife – but you can also injure or kill living beings
with it.
So, what are the challenges that we must face intelligently?
* As already mentioned, the operators of social media platforms currently
still have the power to use censorship to guide opinions and influence the
fate of entire countries.
* Many of the social media platforms were founded by secret services in order to have the
user data served on a silver platter. This data is sold to corporations or used for monitoring.
* Many children are downright “addicted” to social media from a very early age –
be it after the kick of getting a “like” on a “post” or because of the latent fear of missing out
on something. How often do we observe children who sit next to each other but no longer
have any real contact, communicating with their cell phones instead?
* Cyber bullying has become a major problem and results in a number of suicides committed
by children, adolescents and adults every year.
* Pedophile networks use social media platforms
to “hunt” and exchange strategies.
* “Influencers” – people who often pretend to be living a certain life and can thus influence
millions of others – emerge in a much stronger and faster way than the classic media ever
could. It becomes problematic, for example, if people start to compare themselves with these
influencers and experience a decrease in their natural self-confidence because their own life,
their appearance, suddenly appears pale and uninteresting next to these perfectly styled,
made-up and staged idols – or if we have allowed this influencer to set up a speaker’s corner
in our own mind.
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Publishing material glorifying violence to humans and animals, as well as any direct or
indirect call for pedophilia, is prohibited on all social media platforms.
Platform providers are not allowed to arbitrarily censor content or users by themselves or be
corrected by superior authorities other than transparent independent institutions.

8f.) Everyone has the right to move around in their environment without being
influenced by advertising
Why we need change
Advertising is basically there to persuade people to buy things
by artificially simulating a lack of some sort, creating fears or creating needs that were not
there before.
Advertising draws our attention specifically away from the encounters of our lives in the
“Now,” the adventure of life, to an “Only when I have this, will I be happy.” mentality.
Advertising would have us believe that we find fulfillment in buying things. True fulfillment,
however, can only come from within.
Advertising has a direct effect on our subconscious and, through constant repetition,
becomes an unconscious, parasitic part of our thinking.
Advertising in public places will be discontinued with immediate effect.
Signs that lead to local businesses remain. Advertisements on radio and TV stations are
announced in advance and provided with a time stamp in order to give listeners or viewers
the opportunity to evade them in good time.
Advertising on the Internet is only shown after a prior, clear declaration of readiness
given by the user.
Werbung an öffentlichen Plätzen wird ab sofort eingestellt. Es bleiben Hinweisschilder, die
zu lokalen Betrieben führen. Werbung in Radio und TV-Sendern wird vorab angekündigt und
mit einem Zeitstempel versehen, um den Zuhörern oder Zuschauern rechtzeitig die
Möglichkeit zu geben, sich dieser zu entziehen.
Werbung im Internet wird nur mit vorheriger eindeutiger Bereitschaftserklärung der
Benutzer geschaltet.
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9. GUIDING PRINCIPLE

Each one of our actions and every law is always
oriented toward the good of all life
– in respect, compassion and mindfulness for the earth and its diversity.
In Love – Truth – Freedom – Equality – Fraternity – Peace
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